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December 2017 

Editorial 

 

Wishing all our 

readers a 

Happy Solstice  

 

And a  

Wonder-filled 

Christmas 

 

Well, what a fast moving and changing 2017, I 

hope all of you have survived. 

As I look back over the year, changes have 

happened on all levels for me. Renovation of 

the house, garden and myself. Finally coming 

out of grief for the loss of my mother and 

moving on.  

Completing the challenge of writing the book 

“Who’d Have Thought It”, and getting it 

published on Kindle, (Amazon has a Kindle 

app for PC’s – free). Which in turn makes it 

probable that I will need to go self-employed.  

Only the Magazine and Newsletter have stayed 

a constant, now having gone past its 6th 

Birthday. 

As I now look towards 2018, it is very much as 

the “new” me. 

Although as I write this, I have no idea what 

2018 will bring, will look forward to it in 

excitement. 

One thing I would like to have more of in next 

year’s Magazines and Newsletters, are people’s 

spiritual journeys, experiences and 

exploration. So, this means YOU, if you have 

something to share. By doing this we all grow 

together and perhaps more quickly by sharing. 

I will always remember the thrill of sharing my 

journey and spiritual thoughts with someone 

else. The energy felt effervescent, and 

spiralling upwards.  

 

I am no greater or lesser than you on my 

travels, and sometimes I like to share, in the 

hope that it will help someone else.  

At the moment I am having some magnificent 

steps built in the garden, (although that wasn’t 

the original intention,) and each morning I 

chat to the gardener. Who seems to be on a 

similar wavelength. Another friend, who has 

problems sleeping was going through the 
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internet looking for local events. She spotted 

that a well-known English medium Derek 

Acorah, and historian/paranormal investigator 

Richard Felix was doing a Psychic and Science 

Show, at our local big house Torre Abbey. I 

have always rated Derek for his accuracy, 

kindness and respect with the people he gives 

messages to.  

Now my friend wasn’t able to go, because she 

was off to Australia and New Zealand. But I 

thought that I would go with my sister, who 

was staying with me at the time and had a 

similar interest. 

During one of my talks with the gardener, I 

mentioned that I was going to see Derek. He 

got excited and said that his wife was a great 

fan and would love to go, so he also booked. 

For me, I had watched many ghost hunting 

programmes, and wondered what it would be 

like in the flesh. Would I hear or see anything? 

The talk and experiments at the beginning was 

to be held in the Spanish barn, which is 

reputed to be as haunted as the main house, 

due to the Spanish Armada prisoners who had 

been kept there. 

As we arrived at the door, Derek was having a 

ritual cigarette. You could tell by his stance, his 

energy was very comfortable, relaxed and 

grounded. 

Various experiments took place, table tapping, 

moving the glass, the human pendulum, 

explanation of ghosts, the stone tape theory, 

plus Derek gave a few messages, to prove after 

life existence. 

My claim to fame that night was being hit on 

the nose with a frisbee thrown by Derek, not 

many people can say that. Obviously, my 

attention was required. It was for the human 

pendulum experiment, so I thought that I’d 

better get up. So a number of us stood on the 

stage in a circle, and closed our eyes. Within 

the circle they were looking for someone who 

was uncontrollably swaying. A man was 

picked, and he went into the circle with Derek 

and Richard, one in front one behind to catch 

him as he swayed, which was quite dramatic. 

The spirit answered quite a few questions. Was 

related to the house, but wanted to leave, 

which they helped him to do. The volunteer 

had no control over the swaying. 

Before departing for the ghost trip in the 

house. They showed the stone tape theory in 

action, and had a machine which would bring 

the ghosts out of the stone walls. It involved 

smoke, and people were invited to take 

pictures to see what they could capture.  

A short break, then off to the house and ghost 

hunt. In the dining room, we all held hands in 

a circle, transferring energy around. We are all 

electrical beings and give off two kilowatts of 

energy every 24 hours. 

My sister’s claim to fame, as she held hands 

with Richard Felix, was to make him swoon 

with the heat! 

 

As we went around the house it was 

interesting, but for me not earth shattering. 

But a few days later, I found out perhaps my 

real role in all this, was to get the gardeners 

wife to the show. It had been four years since 

the tragic event, of her sister jumping to her 

death, with her four year old child. Joy had 

gone out of her life, and she couldn’t even cry 

for her sister. In that dining room the spirit of 

her sister, and the playing four year old came 

through. They were happy where they were 

and wanted to stay by her sider. This I believe 

was the turning point in her return to 

normality. 

You never know what will happen when you 

share something, and how it will impact 

another. Would you deny someone who needs 

help by staying quiet? 

A while back as you read this issue, I had an e 

mail from Giles Bryant, asking about a 

meditation link up for Fountain’s 36 year 

birthday. At the time it was a little too short 

notice to get the word out to our followers to 

join in. But yes, I thought that it was a good 

idea. Fountain International’s official birthday 

is 29th September 1981. (St Michael’s Day). So 
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next year in time for the 37th Birthday, the 

word will go out. But in the meantime, I 

thought that it would be a good idea to link in 

altogether on Midnight 31/12/2017, focussing 

on Glastonbury Tor, as usual bringing in the 

Pure Light and Love for 2018. Let’s face it the 

world is in need of all it can get.  Only a few 

moments is needed to send out your beam of 

thought, and surround the planet. 

The Earth is a wondrous place, and we are it’s 

guardians. It is within all of us, to instigate 

change for the better. Why hold back? Let’s get 

moving and bring change NOW. We can do 

this never doubt. 

Suzanne Thomas 

Deadline for the next issue 

1st March 2018 

Next Issue Out 21st March 

2018 

All original submissions of the submitter    

welcome, within the general remit of the   

magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor.  

suzannemthomas48@gmail.com 

With regard to articles, we are looking for 

1,500 words max, with illustrations or photo’s.  

Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide 

your light.  There is no better time than NOW! 

 

Writing articles, not your thing? As you can tell 

by past magazines, we are happy to receive 

input from those of you of a more artistic, 

creative nature, ie poems, inspired writing, 

short stories, artwork, photographs, etc.  The 

sky’s the limit.   

 

All contributions to the magazine are 

the copyright of the authors, artists and 

photographers, and Fountain 

International Magazine.  Unauthorized 

use and/or duplication of any material 

of the magazine without express and     

written permission from its author and 

owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts 

may be used, provided that full and 

clear credit is given to the author and 

fountaininternationalmagazine.com 

with appropriate and specific                

direction to the original content. 

The views given in the magazine are not 
necessarily those of Fountain 
International or Fountain International 
Magazine. 

Donations are very welcome, through 
the website, to enable the running costs 
of the website and magazine, and the 
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.” 

www.fountaininternationalmagazine.com 

 

Thank you 
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Check out our           
Facebook  Page.   

Like us. 

 

The gaps may be long between issues of the 

magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact  

with those of a similar interest, and build a 

strong network between peoples and groups.  

www.facebook.com/FountainInternational 

 

Glastonbury Tor, UK 

Linked Meditation 

Become Involved 

 

Join with us for the daily sending out of Pure 

Love, Light and Balancing energies, at 7am 

GMT, daily, using the focal point of 

Glastonbury Tor, UK, to encompass the World 

and all within it. 

This is a free activity that any human being can 

do, in aid of the world that we live in. All can 

participate and help, there are no barriers. 

Not able to make the sending out time of the 

energies at 7am! 

You can still join in and be of great value, by 

sending Pure Love energy to the Tor, putting 

on the intention that it is stored there until 

7am the next day, when it will be sent out with 

the rest of the Pure Love energy into the world 

and to encompass all. 

Everyone can make a difference, don’t let 

anyone else including yourself, tell you 

different. 

A thought is all it takes. 
 

Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain International, 

also sends out energies once a month on 

the27th of each month at 7pm.  For more 

information about Tongo go to their website.  

www.tongo.org.uk 
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The Light in the Darkness 

By Iam Saums 

 

 

Into Shadow: 

Millions of people around the world believe in 

evil as depicted in many ancient texts.  Human 

acceptance of what is portrayed as such is 

significantly why it exists in grand fashion.  It 

is very difficult to prove that it does without a 

shadow of a doubt.  It is more challenging to 

present or even discuss it without it becoming 

a debate about religion.  As contrary as they 

are, it is interesting how linked the light and 

the darkness appear to be historically and in 

contemporary times.  They are eternally bound 

to each other by belief, interpretation, 

exploitation and fear.  This imposed duality of 

common opinion has enslaved human kind 

since the dawn of time. 

It is startling how human beings rarely if ever 

achieve a lasting enlightenment.  We may 

catch a glimpse of illumination, yet it is a 

fleeting epiphany that fades as the speeding 

luminosity of a falling star.  It is lost and 

forgotten amidst the relentless shower of 

diversions our society provides.  We allow the 

distractions to consume the quality and power 

of our lives.  We surrender to our personalized 

confusion with our lack of interest in creating 

them.  This is the ultimate darkness.  Not one 

that waits for its perfect moment to influence, 

command, embezzle and seize our energy.  It is 

one that we enable with our attitude, 

behaviour, entitlement and emotional 

drama.  We sustain our own darkness with the 

conditions and restrictions we apply to our 

lives.  Our darkness is the measure of our 

human potential unattained and unexpressed. 

 

Soul Persuasion: 

 

 

We have been conditioned to live almost 

exclusively from our mind and body.  We exist 

within a social paradigm commonly adopted as 

“reality,” primarily steeped in left-brain 

activity and interaction.  Much as the fish that 

swims in water not seeing the limitations of its 

existence, we too are chained to the invisible 

boundaries of a manufactured lifestyle.  This is 

one way we align ourselves with negative 

energy.  We allow the darkness into our lives 

with our silence, selfishness, disinterest and 

the anesthetizing of our sensibilities.  We 

become vulnerable to the chaotic, lower 

frequencies we tend to perceive as 

“evil.”  These dark forces attempt to transmute 

our energetic signatures into a form easier to 

control, conquer and consume. 

We witness the evidence of evil in society on a 

daily basis.  It is reflected in human behaviour 

with war, destruction, genocide, inequality and 

injustice.  Darkness thrives in the malevolence 

of murder, rape, domestic violence, character 
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assassination and the tradition of competition 

found primarily in politics, business and 

sports.  These attributes of human existence 

run rampant around the globe.  They bombard 

us with such frequency, impact and effect that 

we become desensitized to their horrors.  Yet, 

evil is not the monster under the bed or the 

demon in the darkness.  It is not an existential 

entity that preys upon our apathy, 

unconsciousness and fear.  It is we who 

sacrifice our personal power by the quality of 

our thoughts, behaviors, actions and emotional 

and energetic expression.  These traits expose 

us to negative energies that become hate, 

anger, vengeance, selfishness and 

cruelty.  Eventually, we render ourselves 

susceptible to these dark influences and they 

become our nature.  We become a conduit of 

darkness. 

Bittersweet Truth Speak: 

Our darkness does not appear to us typically as 

mythical, legendary, religious or 

commercial.  It is never as it is portrayed in a 

movie, a television program, a book or even a 

sacred text.  Our darkness is a customized 

expression of our being.  It is a reflection of 

who we are, unrivalled and unfounded within 

humanity and its communities to which we 

belong.  The generalizations of human 

darkness may seem similar, yet the specific 

qualities each of us conveys are as diverse as 

night and day.  There are over six billion 

people in the world with different perspectives, 

personalities and lifestyles and over six billion 

potential expressions of darkness.  It is only 

when we recognize our own contribution to the 

evil in the world that we may begin to 

transform its existence and impact. 

We are not born to be dark or light.  We are 

brought into this world with all potential and 

possibility.  How we live and who we are is a 

state of being we gradually acquire with our 

chosen lifestyle, whether we are a shadow of 

darkness or an emanation of light.  As much as 

we would like to believe we are victims of 

circumstance, condition, reality or society, we 

are not.  This is the lie we tell ourselves when 

we are unwilling to find the strength and 

courage to take responsibility for our thoughts, 

choices and actions.  The more we surrender 

our personal power, the more we can be 

influenced and the more our darkness controls 

the course and expression of our lives.  When 

we acquiesce to our seductive tendency toward 

darkness and the false power and pleasure it 

provides, we yield our connection with one 

that is true. 

The Light in the Darkness: 

 

Darkness is so clever; it uses our own effort, 

energy and life force against us to further its 

agenda.  It exploits our ego as a channel to 

silently and constantly influence us toward 

choices and actions that go against our reason, 

free will, common sense and intuition.  The 

more we are aware of our darkness and its 

impression upon us, the more we are able to 

utilize it instead of the contrary.  After all, it is 

a powerful facet of our being.  It is ever 

present, no matter how much we attempt to 

avoid or deny its existence.  We can transform 

this expression of our being into a positive 

force that benefits our lives.  It is simply our 

perceptual fear of the raw, unknown power of 

our darkness that intimidates, weakens and 

immobilizes us.  We hand our power over to 

what may be, not what is.  With every fearful 

breath we draw, our connection with darkness 

strengthens and the fulfilment of our destiny 

wanes. 

 

We are incapable of sustaining a capacity of 

being-ness for enlightenment.  Our lives are 

lived ever striving to become something that 

we can only be in spirit.  Perhaps this is the 

great mystery of life.  It has been said that the 

most powerful light is harvested from the 
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greatest darkness.  Within this darkness there 

is only one thing that awaits us, our fear with 

which we react to the unknown.  Fear is the 

demon we all must face.  When we do, what 

once looked like a monster suddenly becomes 

a masterpiece of being when we see it for what 

it really is.  An illusion of existential authority 

enabled subconsciously by the power of our 

own fear.  It is an opportunity to draw strength 

from the deepest recesses of our being.  The 

meaning of life isn’t to become enlightened.  It 

is to free ourselves from the devices of our own 

darkness.  It is to face and transform the only 

darkness that truly exists, our own. 

www.iamsaums.com  

Meeting the Spirit of Place 

By Nathascha Heijen 

 

Breathing a deep breath and on its release, I 

connected to the Spirit of Place of an ancient 

stone circle on Fernworthy Reservoir and, after 

the usual ‘getting to know each other’s energy 

and intention’, I asked if it would like to take 

me to an important spot on these grounds.  

“Yes”. 

“Thank you, please lead”.  

The dowsing rod then first led to two different 

places which, after a Q&A session with the 

Spirit of Place, revealed that these were spots 

were springs used to be. In my mind, with this 

information, I imagined a place where people 

would go to collect water but I may have been 

wrong in those assumptions. Because this 

Spirit of Place, I would learn about half an 

hour later, was showing me things of 

importance from its point of perception and 

not from a human view.   

I was led further to a spot a few feet outside 

the visible stone circle. There was absolutely 

nothing unusual about this spot, just grass. 

The gaze on the outside world softened while I 

turned inwards to feel the energy connected to 

this spot. It was very strong, a vortex of subtle 

energy that influenced my heart space and 

head the most. Like a ‘heightened dizziness’ 

inside; a slight fog in the mind but at the same 

time a sharpened inner core. It is difficult to 

explain. I stood there for a while and listened 

to impressions and information coming from 

standing in this power spot and what I got 

from it was a strong sense of a ‘watching 

presence’. Watching the people and the stone 

circle. Waiting too. Watching and waiting. Still 

not knowing the whole ‘picture’ of the story 

this Spirit of Place is leading me to, I assumed 

that maybe this was a spot where people stood 

when they waited before entering the circle. I 

have encountered such spots before in my 

dowsing at ancient sites over the years and one 

of the stories I remember is a spot near a 

neolithic fougou where the Spirit of Place 

explained that it was a spot with favourable 

earth energy concentration where young boys 

would line up at a spot and then being led into 

the specific site by an elder for their ‘entering 

manhood’ ceremony. 

I thought that maybe this spot at Fernworthy 

stone circle was something like that. But I 

would soon enough find out that wasn’t the 

case. But, however much I asked for more 

answers, things were not becoming clearer. I 

didn’t know I was asking along a wrong train 

of thoughts and perhaps it was because of that 

reason that the Spirit of Place sent me off to do 

something else first.  

 

The whirling energy in the spot became too 

much and I stepped away from it, slightly 

frustrated that I had not unravelled the spots 

mystery. Deliberately clearing my mind from 

the experiences at the power spot, I entered 

the stone circle with the intention to dowse the 
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energy pattern there. It turned out to be 

surprising. Something I had not yet 

encountered before in books or field research 

but maybe someone else has found this too. 

The energy pattern consisted of two ‘layers’: 

one was the daisy flower petal shape (with 

small, pointy petals) that has so often been 

found but the second was a ‘grouping’ of these 

petals in 4 sections, like a 4-leaf clover. And 

the only reason why I found this second 

pattern interwoven in the first is because the 

dowsing rod made me stop and start where 

each section started while dowsing the petals. 

It intrigued me while walking the pattern but it 

only made sense when I scribbled my findings 

on the notebook’s page. I decided to walk 

around the stone circle and dowse the amount 

of radials coming from the centre; an 

incredible 86. Almost double the amount that 

is usually found. Puzzled and overwhelmed by 

the sheer amount of information, I stood at the 

edge of the stone circle peering in, not far from 

that mystery ‘watcher’ spot. No idea what to do 

next. So complicated this spot that one would 

need a whole weekend camping here to delve 

into the deeper mysteries. And my time here 

was running out as I was a guest in a group of 

people that would soon move on to a new site. 

One your favourite spot?” 

“Yes”, accompanied by what I can only 

describe as an invisible inner smile.  

“Well, lead on!” 

It took only a few paces until the dowsing rod 

stopped me back at that mystery spot. “Oh, so 

this is YOUR favourite spot?” Aha, not some 

waiting spot for people then! In that moment, I 

could let go of preconceived notions I had and 

could access the emptiness behind it that 

reveals answers when we are able to listen to it 

without distortion. This is when I felt the 

energy of a giant tree. A tree! This spot used to 

be the spot where a tree had stood! Humbled 

by this tree’s gentle and amused response to 

my epiphany (you know, like a parent patiently 

waiting for a child’s penny to drop), I followed 

this newly revealed line of thoughts and now 

the Q&A session went smoothly as silk! It 

turned out that this tree lived 755 years before 

dying naturally and becoming a Spirit of Place. 

The springs were important places for its roots 

to collect water from. Duh. The energy of the 

tree is still here because it is ‘tied’ to the land 

(which reminds me to look into the ancient 

practice of ‘tying stars to the land’). Even 

though we can no longer see the physical tree, 

it is still present. Beyond the capacity of our 

physical eyes, energy lives on without its 

temporary form. This tree energy still loves its 

spot and enlivens it. It watches humans and 

interacts with those who ‘find’ it. Actually, the 

tree was most delighted to share conscious 

moments together. It is more healing and 

enriching than words could ever express. I just 

hope this article contributes to an opening up 

of hearts and minds and a collective re-

befriending our natural, conscious, precious, 

diverse Earth beings. 

www.shamanicdowsing.com  

 

Thoughts on Creation 

By Joseph Westlake 

 

 

 

Who did it?   What is it?   Why was it done?   

When was it done?    Where is it? 

Is it complete and unalterable? Do we really 

change it when we exercise Free Will? When 

we talk of, for example, ‘creating thought 

forms,’ or ‘creating angels,’ are we, as 

individuated manifestations of the Creator, 

creating something new, or are we merely 

visiting an existing, ephemeral, Divine 

thought; a thought that God already 

experienced in that immeasurably brief 

moment when He was engaged in the Creative 

Thought/Act? Is that creative God-Thought 

extant from the instant of its occurrence, or 

has it always been there, just waiting for an 

appropriate moment for God to manifest it; or 

is it only manifesting itself into our 

consciousness in this, the 21st century, as part 

of the human/universal, evolutionary process? 
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We understand that ancient, aboriginal cave-

art, particularly that which is found in parts of 

Australasia, represents the understanding by 

that culture of its Dreamtime consciousness. If 

‘all is one and one is all,’ is there, buried 

somewhere in the deepest recesses of your 

sub-conscious and mine, an awareness of such 

an Aboriginal Dreamtime? Perhaps of other, 

earlier Dreamtimes, concurrent, consecutive, 

parallel or perpetual? Did we, in those times, 

know or know of Angels? Are we, have we ever 

been, actual creators? Or are we merely 

observers, experiencing Creation? 

How, or where, does one begin a discussion on 

the subject of Creation? 

Anyone who said, “In the Beginning” can go to 

the back of the class. 

Here we are, right in the middle of it. Or are 

we? Isn’t Creation infinite? Can infinity have a 

middle? Anyway, here we are, experiencing a 

reality called existence. But that already limits 

our ability to be objective in our views, since 

we have to “declare an interest” in the subject. 

Each individual experience, call it lifetime or 

incarnation or whatever, is evidentially 

different from every other such experience 

and, therefore, each one of us participating in 

the discussion is discussing a different subject. 

I cannot debate your concept of life or Creation 

since I know only my own concept, so how can 

any such discussion reach a conclusion that 

can be held in common by all participants.  

That, odd though it may seem to you – and it 

certainly seems odd to me – is where I am 

currently in my own private discussion. 

This personal take on the subject has been part 

of my life for many years and I do not expect to 

reach a conclusion until a point in time long 

after my departure from this present life. 

 Both in live discussions with others 

and in reading many and various philosophical 

and religious works, I have discovered that 

such has been the experience of others seeking 

the same truth. No-one, it seems, has yet 

reached a satisfactory conclusion as to, on the 

one hand, the nature of its Creator, the 

meaning, purpose, intention and location of 

the Universe and whatever is the totality of 

what is in it or beyond it or, on the other hand, 

the motivation of the source of that reality 

which we, as humans, perceive. 

 At this time, I can only equate the 

whole matter to the concept of ‘pi’ (π), 

sometimes referred to as the mathematical 

constant of the Universe. Although for some 

mathematical purposes we accept π as 3.142, 

to the best of my knowledge the ultimately 

accurate value of π cannot be calculated 

because it is infinite and can only be expressed 

as 3.1415926533 – and that last 3 recurs ad 

infinitum. That is to say, the mathematical 

calculation of the constant of the Universe 

cannot be expressed as a finite value, simply 

because it is infinite. 

 Back in the 1970’s, Carl Sagan, an 

American physicist, fronted a U.S. television 

series called ‘Cosmos.’ The closing piece ‘to 

camera’ was to captivate me and hold my 

attention, even to the present time. 

“Another important recent finding was made 

by X-ray observatories in Earth orbit; 

artificial satellites, launched to view the sky, 

not in ordinary, visible light, not in radio 

waves, but in X-ray light. There seems to be 

an immense cloud of extremely hot hydrogen 

glowing in X-rays between some galaxies. 

Now if this amount of inter-galactic matter 

were typical of all clusters of galaxies, then 

there may be just enough matter to close the 

Cosmos and to trap us forever in an 

oscillating universe. If the Cosmos is closed 

there is a strange, haunting, evocative 

possibility; one of the most exquisite 

conjectures in science or religion. It is entirely 

undemonstrated; it may never be proved; but 

it is stirring. Our entire universe to the 

furthest galaxy, we are told, is no more than a 

closed electron in a far grander universe we 

can never see. And that universe is only an 

elementary particle in another, still greater 

universe and so on forever. Also, every 

electron in our universe, it is claimed, is an 

entire miniature Cosmos containing galaxies 

and stars and life -  and electrons. Every one 

of those electrons contains a still smaller 

universe – an infinite regression, up and 

down. Every human generation has asked 

about the origin and fate of the Cosmos. Ours 

is the first generation with a real chance of 

finding some of the answers. One way or 

another we are poised at the edge of forever.” 

From Cosmos: A Personal Voyage 1980 Carl 

Sagan. (1934 – 1996). 
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Thus, I arrive at ‘infinitely small and infinitely 

large’ as a basis for examining, never mind 

understanding, time, space, energy, velocity, 

consciousness and any other conceivable 

aspect of creation and Creator. 

 Since I mention definitions, let us 

leave the physical, with which our 

considerations to date appear to have been 

obsessed, and move to the metaphysical. To do 

that I really have to consult my dictionary. 

 Creation 

1 a creating or being created 

2 the universe and everything in it; all the 

world. 

3 anything created; esp. something original 

created by the imagination; invention, design 

etc. 

Theol. God’s creation of the World. 

Time 

1 indefinite, unlimited duration in which 

things are considered as happening in the past, 

present, or future; every moment there has 

ever been or ever will be. 

2 a) the entire period of existence of the known 

universe; finite duration as distinguished from 

infinity; b) the entire period of existence of the 

world or of humanity; earthly duration as 

distinguished from eternity. 

Eternity 

1 the quality, state, or fact of being eternal; 

eternal existence or duration, continuance 

without end. 

2 infinite time, time without beginning or end. 

Eternal 

1 without beginning or end; existing through 

all time. 

Infinity 

1 the quality of being infinite 

2 anything infinite; endless or unlimited space, 

time, distance, quantity etc. 

Infinite 

1 lacking limits or bounds; extending beyond 

measure or comprehension; without beginning 

or end. 

Infinitillions* 

1 The number of years since creation, added to 

the number of years until………..………? 

*Infinitillions?  Has been submitted for 

addition to the English language. Rejected. 

Flagged as inappropriate ... 

Space 

1 distance extending in all directions; the 

continuous expanse extending in all directions 

or in three dimensions, within which all things 

exist, variously thought of as boundless or 

indeterminately finite. 

Spiritualism 

1 the belief that the dead survive as spirits 

which can communicate with the living, esp. 

with the help of a third party. (medium) 

2 the philosophical doctrine that all reality is 

in essence spiritual. 

Soul 

1 an entity which is regarded as being the 

immortal or spiritual part of the person and, 

having no physical or material reality, is 

credited with the functions of thinking and 

willing, and hence determining all behaviour. 

2 The moral or emotional nature of man. 

Procrastinate 

 (Latin – crastinus – belonging to the morrow.) 

1 to put off doing (something unpleasant or 

burdensome) until a future time. 

2 to postpone (such actions) habitually. 

 

Our only place, in time and space, Is NOW.  

However, the now can be lost forever, can it 

not, in the abstract of procrastination. If 
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procrastinate you must, then do it now; but 

never again. Lest, if procrastinate you do, then 

you be lost in the toils and moils of time and 

will neither achieve noteworthy 

accomplishments nor accomplish noteworthy 

achievements.  The 'p' word must be 

eliminated from the human experience; after 

all, in evolutionary terms, it is man's greatest 

But if time is an abstract, then how can the 

scientist equate time with space, since surely 

space is a place in time. Does time exist in 

space? 

Or is space a place only if it is finite? How can 

space be finite if it is concomitant with an 

infinite cosmic creation? Then again, how can 

anything infinite occupy something equally 

infinite, since the definition of “occupy” is “to 

take up or fill up (space, time etc.)?” 

 'Infinity' and 'creation' are assuredly the two 

most wondrous words in our language. Add 

'eternal' and I'll write a whole essay. 

Oh, such fun can be had with words. 

RECONCILIATION and 

RESTORATION OF THE SOUL 

Explaining the INNER 

MEANING of Restoration from a 

spiritual point of view. 

By Geraldine Sherborne 

 

It is supremely vital to reach a balance both 

mentally and physically to be a suitable vehicle 

to withhold the quality of deepening 

spirituality necessary for complete restoration 

of the soul in a lifetime.  All human lifetimes 

achieve a measure of the Soul’s endeavour to 

this peak of perfection in their various ways, 

depending on their openness and awareness 

and consciousness of being grounded on the 

earth, and from their natural good intentions. 

With the sincere wish to restore all that has 

been lost through the various and many 

lifetimes that may still be important to the 

essence and quality of the Soul in its present 

form, guidance to a greater awareness of the 

Multidimensional Self can be found to enhance 

its connection to the One Mind. 

The aspects of the Soul that reside throughout 

the Greater Universe are affected by the 

intentions and actions of the Soul present on 

this Earth, its home plane – known as “The 

Only Planet of choice”, or “The Healing Planet 

of the Age”.  By working to the betterment of 

this human incarnation, all the other aspects of 

its Soul are affected in some way, regardless of 

whether this Soul is of a spiritual, positive or 

negative nature.  It is the responsibility of the 

earthbound Soul to be the best they can be, not 

only for themselves, but in consideration of 

their other aspects. 

Once the realisation comes that the body is 

only a temporary vehicle that is discarded at 

the end of the chosen life cycle and that the 

Soul is Eternal, it remains for its owner to do 

all in its power to improve and refine or hone 

its potential towards a form of perfection 

known only to its essence, The Mind of One. 

Part of this aspiration is to recognise, employ 

and enjoy its various inherent natures, such as 

Joy, Enthusiasm, Encouragement, Passion, 

Love and Companionship, which heal and lift 

our spirits to a higher vibration and reflect 

outwards to our Aspects, bringing them the 

same attributes.  This is the true meaning of 

becoming multi-dimensional; when you can 

consciously send such natures to your own 

aspects and also the surrounding world, with 

generosity. 

The same thing applies to your dear departed 

friends, those you have been especially close 

to.  Each moment you think of them with 

loving remembrance, you share in each others 

Light vibration.  When the longing to “see” 
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them has passed, there is a pure connection of 

benefit to both in the seen and unseen realm of 

pure Light Spirit.  It is a pure embrace of 

Loving Kindness, beneficent and a lasting, 

eternal progress for giver and receiver. 

Inspirational writing from ©Geraldine 

Sherborne  05.09.2016 

www.HigherSelfGuidance.co.uk 

soulfriend2017.wordpress.com 

 

 

A Different Approach to 

Guilt Blame and Forgiveness 

By Michael Roads 

 

 

 

Guilt, blame and the need for forgiveness are 

very common problems for humanity. In this 

article I intend to approach this from a 

completely different viewpoint. As a spiritual 

teacher, I am very aware that in everyday life 

many people consider themselves as physical 

and mortal Beings who have a single life, and 

they had better get it right and not disappoint 

their parents and family. Most people literally 

live their life with a heavy burden of I must, I 

should or I should not. This is a hopeless path 

if we like good health and happiness. 

 I would like you to consider the bigger picture, 

and it is a very BIG picture.  

First and foremost, you were not born and you 

do not die. You are an immortal Being. You 

are not a personality/body with a soul, as so 

many people assume. People talk about “my 

soul” as though it is “my handbag,” or “my 

car!” Begin to live your life as though you are 

an immortal soul with a temporary and mortal 

body/personality, for this is your truth. The 

key here is that you are an immortal soul. The 

movie of your life is not a ten or fifty or even a 

hundred year affair . . . it is forever. And that is 

a very long time!  

Each so-called lifetime is another incarnation 

of the soul. If your immortal life is a movie 

titled, The Continuity of Soul, then each 

lifetime you live is one brief frame in this 

eternal movie. The purpose and intent of your 

life as a soul is to grow in consciousness.  

You have incarnated far more times than you 

are ever likely to imagine. Many people on this 

planet today have incarnated tens of thousands 

of times. When you realise this, it is breath 

taking that the majority of the Western World 

still believe that you only live once. Actually, 

this is true, but that once is forever! Life does 

not begin with physical birth and end at the 

death of the body. Life is the continuity of the 

souls we are. As we create while we are 

physically focussed, so we continue to create  

when and after we move though the transition 

from physical to metaphysical (non-physical).  

We are establishing the background for the 

topic of this article. As most people are aware, 

we live under quite a few prime principles: We 

reap what we sow, is but one of them. A 

common way of saying this is, karma. Let us go 

back in time to an imagined beginning of all 

this - even though there is no actual beginning 

in linear terms. You are a man or woman on 

this planet thousands of lifetimes ago. I will 

add here that we sometimes incarnate as a 

male and sometimes as a female, but this is 

never random; it all fits in with the lessons that 

offer us growth in our soul consciousness. You 

have a mate, and another person takes your 

mate from you, abuses them and eventually 

kills them. You are very angry, so you plot on 

how you can kill that person. Okay, this is 

overly simplified, but this is typical of how an 

emotional and angry interaction begins. But 

killing another person is not always easy, and 

in your heated confrontation they kill you, so 

you die still dreaming of revenge on this 

person you have now learned to fear and hate. 
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The seeds are sown, and you have now 

established strong negative emotions in your 

consciousness. When you go through the 

transition of physical death, you take with you 

all the metaphysical content of your lifetime. 

Everything physical is left behind. All your 

emotions, all your imagination, your feelings, 

your repetitive thoughts, your fear, anger, 

hate, all this goes with you. The opportunity is 

with you now to release all this. Death has the 

potential to be the shattering of habits, but 

negative emotions have the effect of being 

sticky and clinging. Nevertheless, you now 

spend time with your guide, acknowledging 

the problem you have with all your negative 

feelings, and you make plans on how to deal 

with it. Let me throw another principle in 

here: In every moment of your life you are 

creating the direction and the content of every 

moment of your life. You are learning the art of 

responsible creation, so you are compelled to 

live whatever it is you create.  

To keep this simple, the time comes to 

incarnate once more as a metaphysical soul 

within a physical human body. And suddenly 

all the good intentions, all the plans for peace 

are forgotten. The person grows to an adult, 

and all the anger and thoughts of revenge are 

re-established.   

Okay, the picture grows bigger. When you go 

through transition hating or wanting revenge, 

you energetically connect with the person on 

whom your emotions are focussed. This means 

that you will incarnate within each others 

lifetime. There may be a few years between 

you, but not enough to matter. But, of course, 

both of you now have a different identity, even 

though your personalities will continue in a 

similar manner. This creates considerable 

emotional confusion. As this expression of 

negative emotions continues through lifetimes, 

so it grows stronger and larger, and many 

more people are drawn into this ever-growing 

entanglement.    

After thousands of lifetimes we can multiply 

this by hundreds of millions of people . . . all 

interinvolved in hate and emotional confusion. 

Imagine all this discord, this unrest, this inner 

turmoil created over thousands of lifetimes . . . 

and still believing that all this is the creation of 

a single lifetime. What a huge illusion some 

people live in! Quite often the attraction 

between couples is unrealised negative 

emotions, and the marriage or relationship 

breaks down after a while, with even more 

bitterness added to the emotional brew. Here 

is the basis of our family violence, our street 

violence, the current surge of road-rage, the 

many rages, and even of war. As a people, 

many of us have grown in consciousness, and 

violence is abhorrent to us, but many more - 

the majority - labouring under the illusion of 

one lifetime, have not dealt with their 

emotional turmoil. Emotional counselling has 

much to offer, but if it is based in the illusion 

of a single lifetime, no matter how good the 

counsellor, their counselling is weakened and 

flawed by relating to the little picture. And so it 

is that guilt and blame continue unabated in so 

very many people.   

Just as the platelets of blood in our physical 

bodies cluster when we are sick, so also when 

the human psyche is sick, these humans 

cluster together. This is unfortunate, because 

this clustering of negative human emotions 

continually grow stronger, feeding and 

justifying actions of violence at perceived 

injustices. In every nation throughout history, 

there have been the fairly regular times when 

this clustering of hate and violence has turned 

into warfare. Right now, it is the energy behind 

terrorism as, fed by the beliefs and fears of the 

religious fanatics, their followers lash out to 

kill and maim all those whom they condemn. 

Looking at history, we can consider the Second 

World War as a typical example of all this. 

 So who do we blame? Where do we establish a 

starting point to blame for our perceived 

grievances? In Germany today, many people 

suffer from guilt over the atrocities of the 

Second World War. The most accepted remedy 

is forgiveness. I’m sorry, but I disagree with 

this. Forgive whom? Hitler? Fellow Germans? 

The British, and everybody else involved in the 
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war? The past? How do you do this? If you are 

conscious and aware, you will have noticed 

that the consciousness of forgiveness is exactly 

the same as the consciousness of blame. They 

create a single circle. They hold hands. Be 

honest, how many times have you forgiven a 

person for certain misdemeanours? In truth, 

probably many times. And it continues. You 

blame them, you forgive them. And vice versa! 

They blame you, they forgive you. It actually 

changes nothing. 

 

Forgiveness had a place. Back in the times of 

Christ it made sense to a people who knew 

only a single lifetime. We are supposed to have 

grown in consciousness over the past two 

thousand years. We should be able to embrace 

the facts of our immortality, yet so many in the 

Western World are still in denial. However, the 

simple reality - and many will disagree - is that 

for as long as we blame we will forgive, and for 

as long as we forgive we will blame.  

Okay, time to make the picture bigger.  As I 

stated earlier, we each create our own lives, 

including every interaction we ever have with 

other people . . . and we are all doing this all 

the time!  

Think about it. The length of this article 

restricts how far I can go with this, but 

everything that happens in our lives alone or 

with or by other people is our own creation. 

Every car collision, every punch, every 

screaming match, every argument, every 

murder, on and on, we are the entire and total 

creators of our own lives. That is why we are 

here, to learn creation . . . and to learn that 

choosing Love is by far the best way to create 

for all concerned.  

So why do you blame someone else for your 

creation? And why do you need to forgive them 

for your creation. You create their actions both 

for and against you. And they do the same with 

you. How? We have a single human 

consciousness! Not millions of separate human 

consciousnesses, but One human 

consciousness. Everything in life is 

interconnected . . . and somehow, most people 

live in unknowing ignorance of this. The 

Second World war . . . nothing to blame, 

nothing to forgive. This  is just one of the 

thousands of wars caused by the illusion of 

separation and blame and guilt and anger  and 

all their negative cousins! When 

humanity truly knows that we are all immortal 

brothers and sisters doing our best to sort out 

the unholy entanglement we have collectively 

created, then we can come to terms with 

ourselves and embrace Truth. What is this 

Truth? In a nutshell; we are eternal and 

immortal Beings learning that unconditional 

Love reveals the truth of our Being and the way 

to live. We are learning that life is not an 

outside-of-self event. We are learning that our 

relationship with self is our relationship with 

all life. And it is life’s relationship with self. 

None of this has a place for the illusions of 

guilt, blame or forgiveness. It is as it is.  

www.michaelroads,com      

 

Fountain International 

By Suzanne Thomas 

Excerpt from 
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Fountain International is based on the concept 

that communities like people suffer from dis-

ease, and may be healed. Advocating that by 

tuning in one’s healing/white light/Pure Love 

thoughts to an agreed point of focus in one’s 

own community for just a few moments each 

day, (from whence it goes out into the locality), 

it is possible to improve the health of the 

community, and ultimately the health of the 

world. Changes in the earth’s energy field can 

be detected after meditational work, as shown 

in the Brighton Experiment. 

The “idea” has immense power. When people 

meditate together the energy they generate 

multiplies and expands. The mind is a very 

powerful tool. By learning to use it 

constructively we begin to glimpse the 

boundless possibilities that are available to us. 

On an individual level, people who regularly 

practice this “work”, experience an expansion 

of awareness and sensitivities. In a world 

where the majority feel disempowered, and 

despairing, there is something that you can do, 

which has an effect. Fountain and other 

similarly like-minded groups can provide light 

in the darkness, for healing has the effect of 

raising the level of both individual and group 

consciousness. 

Fountain International has always been open 

to EVERYONE, of whatever faith, colour, 

nationality or political persuasion, etc, and 

gives the POWER TO HEAL THE WORLD, 

back to the people. We have no rules, creed or 

dogma, acting more like a network of like-

minded people whose desire is to help and 

uplift humanity, and thereby help it fulfil its 

true potential and destiny. 

What constitutes membership?  Fountain 

International claims to be an idea rather than 

an organisation, and has studiously avoided 

hierarchy and structure.  Too many well-

meaning spiritual groups have become so 

structured, that the preservation of the 

structure of the organisation becomes more 

important than the work itself.  As we are 

without structure, each member or group 

works independently of the others. However, 

people working with the concept may also 

come together on a spiritual daily basis for 

global purposes, e.g using Glastonbury Tor, 

England as the focal point, or with events like 

World Healing Day, and times of crises 

whether manmade or natural etc. 

There has never been membership fee.  

(Although donations are gratefully received.)  

Fountain is not competitive with other groups, 

nor does it seek to be authoritarian.  It is about 

doing the work and nothing else.  It is not a 

refuge, nor a club, it offers nothing, save the 

sharing of ideas, and networking via the 

Fountain International Magazine and 

Facebook Page. If a person is ready to become 

a member, they know and do.  If someone 

understands the spiritual truths and the notion 

of love, then they are already a member, and 

for no other reason.   

So, stripped back to its barest form, we are 

about, sending out Pure Love energy, to a 

community focal point, and then through the 

energy system, to balance, to heal, and inspire 

communities to reach their highest potential.  

It’s about cleaning up our own backyards, and 

self-empowerment. Everyone can help to heal 

the ills of their community no matter what 

their circumstances, if they so desire, even the 

bedridden. 

There is no need to be a dowser, to do this 

work. If you want to track the results of your 

personal or groups efforts, you can keep an eye 

on the local papers, the police reports. Or just 

by looking around your community, and 

sensing the general feeling. I remember some 

years back, when I was putting on a Fountain 

Conference in Torquay. The focal point for the 

Torquay Fountain Group is a clock tower on  

the harbour side. One road led between the 

clock tower and the venue for the conference. 

At the time, the tower had been ignored for 

many, many years, and as a part of the 

conference we performed a Fountain 

meditation using the clock tower as the focal 

point, through which we were going to send 

energy, before sending it out into the 

community. Civic awareness is often triggered 

by such action, and within weeks of the 

meditation, Torbay Council decided that it was 

time to renovate the old clock tower. It’s now 

been loving restored, even to the point of 

renewing its bells, to strike the hour. Not many 

people in the town even knew that it had bells. 
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Starting a Fountain Group 

 

Anyone can start a Fountain Group. It is not 

necessary to have a large number of interested 

people, just two or three “regulars” to start 

with is fine. Meet together, and decide what 

should be your focal point. This may be a 

fountain, clock tower, sacred site or whatever 

seems appropriate for your community. You 

may also like to discuss various local problems, 

which you feel may need healing, but it is vital 

that no judgements are made, because we 

work with Divine Will, and not our will. Then 

you are ready to start. You may like to begin by 

asking for the help of higher consciousness, 

and then strongly visualize a column of white 

light descending onto your chosen focal point. 

Once you have sent the white light to the focal 

point, visualised in your mind’s eye, it flowing 

out into the whole area.  

Each person or group involved with the work is 

unique, no two are the same. The only thing 

that they have in common is that they put the 

concept into action, which is great. In fact, 

they don’t even need to call themselves a 

Fountain group, because the concept can easily 

be tagged on to a variety of meetings, and 

gatherings, the options are endless. I’ll talk 

more about the magazine later, but in the old-

style Fountain magazine a prominent place 

was always given to explaining what Fountain 

was, and a technique that could be used in 

doing the work. What follows is an example of 

such a page. 

A FEW MOMENTS OF YOUR TIME EACH 

DAY 

The technique is beautifully simple. All it 

needs is an individual or group to relax into a 

peaceful frame of mind (a meditative state) 

and send healing/white light/pure love 

thoughts to the focal point within the 

community, recognising its problems. This 

may give a positive reaction in the Earth’s 

fields to this movement of energy. The 

extension of this on a world scale will produce 

a network of Light around the Planet. 

Now I can hear a few groans. I don’t meditate. 

I don’t have the time. So, I can make it simpler 

than that. Thought is our strongest power. If 

you are working alone, and you are doing the 

washing up, walking the dog, etc, just send a 

thought of Pure Love to your focal point, on a 

daily basis. (If you have a problem with 

focussing on your focal point, use a photo.) For 

groups, it’s slightly different, only in as much 

as the energy from each group member should 

go out from the focal point at the same time 

each day, to increase its power. Now obviously 

if you are meeting as a group, you are doing it 

together, but on days when you are not 

meeting, it is best to agree a time on when the 

energy should be released from your focal 

point. So that when you send your thought to 

the focal point, you put a proviso on it, that the 

energy goes out from the focal point at the 

agreed time. A number of people in the same 

locality performing this action each day will 

gradually build up a reservoir of loving 

energies at the focal point, which is kept 

“topped up” by daily continuation of the 

concept, to daily go out into the community. 

A point to remember about the individual and 

the non-dowsing point of view, the great 

attraction of Fountain work is that everyone is 

valued, nothing is ever wasted. Caring people 

who formerly felt powerless to transform the 

problems and suffering around them knew for 

the first time that a few minutes a day of 

dedicated and focused thought makes a 

difference to the community, and to the world. 

So how do you pick a focal point for your 

community? How will you know that it is 

linked in to the energy system? Picking a focal 

point for your own community is simple. As I 

have shown for the Torquay group, it doesn’t 

have to be a fountain. But it does need to be 

something that you and/or others can strongly 

visualise, and from past experiences I know 

that it doesn’t need to be on an energy line 

before you start, because once you start 

practising the concept, it will plug itself into 

the grid. 

If you would like to work using a guided 

meditation, here is an example below. Again, if 

working alone, record it and play it back to 

yourself: 
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Fountain Type Meditation 

 

Visualise yourself under a dome of golden 

energy… 

Feel yourself drawing up silver energy from the 

Earth, through your feet, 

Up your legs and into your chest, and place 

this energy in your own heart centre… 

Feel the bond of love between the Earth and 

yourself… 

 

Then begin to draw down the white light of 

Cosmic Love from the spiritual realms, 

through the top of 

Your head, down your neck, into your chest 

and place it, too, in your heart centre… 

Allow these two energies to mix and blend… 

Slowly the combined energies expand and fill 

the whole of your being… 

It fills you with pure love, light, harmony and 

joy… 

Accept any of this energy which you may need 

to make yourself whole… 

Then visualise this field of love expanding out 

into the room, filling the building 

And spilling out onto the street… 

When you feel that the time is right, visualise 

yourself sending this energy to 

Your focal point, cleansing it and filling it with 

unconditional love… 

See the focal point sparkling and buzzing with 

energy… 

See this energy then pouring from your focal 

point, flowing into the earth around it 

And flowing throughout the community… 

See it radiating Pure Love and Light to all, 

uplifting everyone within this energy field… 

 

When you have finished, retain part of this 

pure energy, so that you can share it with 

others… 

Sense the room again, feel yourself back in 

your chair, wiggle your toes, and then open 

your eyes. 

A physical fact about our brain rhythms is that 

they are active, to some degree throughout 

every moment of our lives. They are measured 

in cycles per second. In a relaxed meditative 

state (alpha) the frequency is from 7 to 14 

cycles. This is the level of tranquillity and well-

being. Our normal active, waking state (beta) 

is 14 – 30 cycles. On the borders of sleep, we 

function at between 4 – 7 cycles (theta). This is 

the creative, and problem solving level. Below 

4 cycles is delta, the level of deep sleep. In beta 

we seem to separate from each other, but in 

alpha, delta and theta we are subconsciously 

communicating all the time.) 

You now know what Fountain/Fountain 

International is, and how you can work with it, 

the rest is up to you there is no right or wrong 

way. So, if you feel drawn to put it into action, 

WELCOME.   

 

Awakening In Consciousness 

Walking In The Higher Chakras:   

From Chakra 8 To 12  

The Angelic Wings  

by Macarena Miletich 

1995 was the year of a special planetary 

alignment. Colin Bloy told us, many times 

during his courses, that a David Star would 

appear on 22th July 1995. In Christian 

festivities, this day “belongs” to Maria 

Magdalena. 

We can think 0f Maria Magdalena as a new 

shape of feminine energy, a contemporary 

view of women as a “companion”, in a 

“sharing” attitude. The Goddess meets her 
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Hero (the man, the lover, the husband, the 

soul mate…). It is about a new perspective. 

This new shape suggests a new encounter 

between feminine and masculine 

understanding. We know that “the mother 

nourishes” the first years of the baby. But it 

seems that we need to review this. The sense of 

“sharing” instead of “taking care”. A wife can 

express a new way of relationship, less mother 

care, and more understanding in a new and 

loving/spiritual 50-50 % between the couple. 

Colin Bloy taught us how humankind had 

elevated the soul with the new entrance of 

cosmic energies.  This spiritual “impulse” 

allowed the new etheric wings to appear for 

living beings (men and women, animals…). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These Loving etheric wings appear for all of us! 

Unconditional Love’s wings! We have access to 

a new rate of vibration, related to 

unconditional love. This is the archetype of it 

(more than a symbolic shape), as a special 

growth in 4th chakra, our heart chakra. 

“It is more than a symbol” and means that the 

shape “is alive” in a subtle level of 

consciousness, and that we are able to draw it 

down with our etheric touch, in every healing 

session.  

This new “cosmic energy”, or the access to a 

new level of subtle vibration, is coming from 

the higher and spiritual dimensions, related to 

the New Age, which we call The Age of 

Aquarius. We are growing in empathy, in 

service, in understanding karma (and 

dharma), increasing our comprehension about 

what happens to other people, as if it happens 

to us, (as it is said in Mayan culture). 

From 8th chakra to 12th chakra we are 

increasing our Pure Love vibration. The more 

we accept the rules of Pure Love, we will go 

ahead, step by step, into this new stage of 

consciousness.       

(Symbol – A star.)                                                              

 

Under Colin’s tutorage we learnt that 8th 

chakra is the first chakra of the Superior 

Chakras, running from 8th to 16th. Currently, 

we detect that there is another new stage, from 

16th to 22th. But… we need to scale through 

these ones before we can realise another part 

of Evolution 16th to 22th chakras. We are just 

perceiving the new forms, and beginning to 

feel these new shapes…  

Returning to the 8th chakra, it is the chakra 

where we can leave the “ego”. This is the point 

in which we can look at ourselves like in a 

mirror, inside a mirror and so on. Here we can 

express a way to help others, because we leave 

our personal problems in a secondary place. 

This allows us to have a new perspective, a way 

to work on, or exercise our path on personal 

growth and evolution. 

We can detect, through the etheric touch how 

many points your star chakra has. It begins 

with 8- points, but some people present a star 

with more points. The star grows two by two, 

as usually: 8 points, 10 points till 32 points. 

(Some say that it could appear with more…) 

Many authors explain that under our feet we 

have a 4-point star, related to the Earth or 

Gaia. So, it is easy to understand that in the 

next level or next octave (like in music,) we can 

find an eight-pointed star. It makes sense! 

The 9th chakra is the spiritual arrow, relating 

to spiritual knowledge, decisions and attitudes. 

It talks about our life in spirit.                 

(Symbol – Circle within a circle.) 

The 10th chakra is the Gaia’s Consciousness. 

When it becomes active, we feel closer to Gaia 

and Earth needs. Looking more towards trees, 

animal welfare, water quality and so on. We 

feel a deeper connection with Nature and all 

living beings.                                               

(Symbol – A circle.) 

Also felt as a new communication with 

invisible beings (forest, rivers, mountains, 

etc.). It is very helpful also if we visualize it for 
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persons with extreme drugs or alcohol 

conditions.  

We also think about human beings in a holistic 

way. Each spiritual path of our companions-

on-Earth can be better understood. 

A simple way to work with the 10th chakra is 

through a special visualization. We place in our 

meditation, with the right hemisphere 

activated, in a state of alpha waves, this 

transparent sphere, like a luminous or 

luminescent crystal sphere. We can locate it as 

about 30-40 cm. above our head. 

In another state of consciousness, Colin also 

talks about the "spiritual purpose of Gaia". 

The 11th chakra has to do with an etheric egg 

that has within it the five platonic solid, that 

are active. The shapes “move” or “run” to each 

other in 12 seconds (12 x 5 = 60 seconds = 1 

minute). There is still a special mystery that we 

are studying… This chakra is very useful in 

healing sessions for bone problems. It seems 

that it will offer us more information. 

 

 

The 12th chakra has the “Angelic Wings”. In 

the beginning, we tested them in the way Colin 

Bloy taught us, but year by year, we noticed 

that these wings could appear with less energy, 

or specific problems on the “etheric leaves”. 

We believe that the energy of these wings can 

be “hurt”, “lacerated”, or can suffer injuries in 

their energy, depending on some energetic 

situations. When this damage appears, people 

say that they feel “confused” or “separated” 

from themselves. “I can’t breathe, but it is not 

something physical!” I heard in some healing 

sessions. Sometimes this chakra looks like 

fairy wings, others are like big birds, or 

different “size” of angelic wings. 

 

My personal experiences, in all these years, 

confirms to me that a person cannot recognize 

their own evolution - it is happening. Many 

people are in a new intuitive situation. 

Sometimes, they don’t know the “clues” they 

need to understand, to know what is going on 

in their lives. They express “some dreams”, 

“some coincidences” (synchronicities), 

childhood remembrances and so on. Also, they 

have experiences that leave a strong emotional 

impression. “And… what can I do with these 

new feelings?” people say. 

The special tool that we found in Spiritual 

Science, through Colin Bloy teachings, was 

“Healing by Archetypes.” Healing by 

Archetypes, is always very helpful, because we 

receive objective information through etheric 

touch about any situation, any energetic 

anomalies. We have a specific path to re-

organize subtle energies in body, aura, 

emotional field, mental, psychic and spiritual 

fields. And more… There is an obvious 

interaction in the energy flows of a person and 

their circumstances that you can noticed in the 

etheric wings. 

 

This 12th chakra, our Angelic Wings is linked 

with our inner processes. As everybody has 

now (since 1995) their own angelic wings, 

which are dowseable with etheric touch. We 

noticed that these wings can appear with some 

broken parts or with little black spots in them. 

These wings can be attacked or have wounds 

on their feathers. 
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Over the years, in healing sessions, we have 

observed an increasing development in this 

chakra.  Not only the shape, but how these 

wings can grow up, becoming bigger or 

changing in a new shape. The first times I saw 

this I was very surprised. Once I got the new 

concept, I always check this archetype knowing 

that I will find some different things from one 

session to another. If some authors in personal 

growing said that “we can do good things being 

as an angel to the others”, we can really 

congratulate ourselves because we have now 

the energetic shape of them.  

So, we are going to live, to serve, to help each 

other having this new angelic vibration 

growing from our deepest Unconditional Love. 

 

“Why do we have these wings?” people ask me. 

They appear because of the new light in this 

Aquarian Era. We are awakening, we are 

ending many karmic situations as individual 

beings (and still going ahead with the 

collective karmas…) and we are allowed to use 

more light, more vibrations, more harmonics 

in sound and music, more lightened images 

and special Sacred Geometry.  

The Awakening offers these possibilities to us! 

As soon as we are looking for knowledge, 

reaching for a spiritual growth, we have these 

new tools at our disposal! We can understand 

it if we think about our mobile phones, which 

offer us greater benefits, as the model 

improves. Our "auric model" or energetic has 

risen in level and thanks to that, we have at our 

disposal the opportunity to use subtle energy 

tools, if we align our intention with the pure 

conscience of Unconditional Love. 

(If we think in musical terms, the semitone 

number 12 is a step towards note 13, which 

would be a new octave beginning ... it's a 

modulation, a new modelling) 

Having wings we are different pe0ple, don’t 

you agree? Feeling free from material chains or 

old philosophies we are prepared to 

understand more about real Life and Cosmic 

Purposes. We always speak of angelic energies 

in the sense of subtle, invisible Formative 

Forces (not as children's figures or traditional 

forms). The winged forms only help us to 

understand the concept, through figures 

recognizable by us. 

The feathers are so soft: you can feel them in 

your etheric hands. They are like a new skin of 

our soul, protecting our new feelings about 

unconditional love, our new way of flying 

through dimensions… Let us know their needs, 

let us use them to cover any other souls that 

are still suffering…! 

Let’s do like Angels (Formative Forms), as we 

are –it seems— becoming New Angels on the 

planet.  

And let’s embrace Gaia’s wings with all these 

new human wings! 

MACARENA MILETICH 

Healing Instructor Archetypes and 
Healer 

Healing Sound Researher 
Spiritual visits to the  

Terrestrial Zodiac of Barberá (Spain) 
Writer 

(e-mail: macarenamiletich@gmail.com 
www.macarenamiletich.wix.com/macar

enamiletich 
(videos in You Tube) 
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Leyhunting 

With Laurence Main 

Early July, 2015, witnessed a gathering of 93 

leyhunters from all over the world at the 

village of Dinas Mawddwy in Gwynedd, Wales. 

Dowsing rods and the expertise to work with 

them was in abundance. Bart O’Farrell, the 

wizard of the Lizard, came from Cornwall to 

demonstrate the seven bands of energy in the 

standing stone commemorating King Arthur at 

the battle of Camlan. Tom Graves wrote about 

such energy bands in his book, Needles of 

Stone (1978), republished as Needles of Stone 

Revisited in 1986. 

 

Apart from proving that this stone is “alive”, 

we also dowsed for leys. Carefully checking the 

truth of our findings, we confirmed leys 

crossing at the stone. We also confirmed that 

these leys were attracted here only when the 

stone was erected and blessed – the leys did 

not exist before the placing of the stone and its 

activating ceremony. The primary ley runs at 

an angle of 156 degrees east of north, linking 

the stone with St Tydecho’s Church, Mallwyd, 

where King Arthur died in his nephew’s church 

in the early hours of Friday, 24th June 537, (old 

calendar) at the edge of the battlefield of 

Camlan. Dowsing the ley to the church at 

Mallwyd, it targeted the original altar stone 

now built into the wall at the back of the 

modern altar and which was the original 

“maen Ilwyd” (grey standing stone) of Mallwyd 

in pagan days. St Tydecho built this church in 

520 (77 years before the arrival of St Augustus 

in Canterbury). 

We confirmed by dowsing, where Arthur’s 

body lay in the original church, finding the 

position of its porch (its outline was later 

found in the outside wall). Consulting our 

compasses we noted that the altar of the 

church is not in the east but only 30 degrees 

east of north, in the direction of Draco in 

Arthur’s day (Arthur was a Pendragon!) What 

are the odds for that orientation of a church? 

St Tydecho was a nephew of Arthur (his 

mother was Anna of Gwent, Arthur’s sister) 

and his church at Mallwyd occupies an ancient 

sacred site where ancient yew and fossils 

(hanging over the porch) indicate it was 

especially sacred to the Goddess. This is the 

nearest church to the chief settlement of Dinas 

Mawddwy, one mile away. St Tydecho’s 

mother church is five miles up the Dyfi Valley 

at Llanymawddwy. Maddwy means the home 

of Mawdd, Maud, Magdalen, Matilda or 

Maeve. This is the home of the Goddess. So 

powerful is She here that the Christian parish 

or “Ilan” is named after her, being 

Llanymawddwy, rather than Llandydecho after 

St Tydecho (in contrast, Llandudno is named 

after St Tudno; St Teilo has Llandeilo named 

after him, etc). How many Christian parish 

names honour a Pagan goddess, without being 

appropriate as a Christian saint first? This 

place is special! 

Of course it is, as we showed in the last issue of 

Pagan Dawn (issue 200) with the figure of 

Virgo in the terrestrial zodiac detailed by 

Graham Griffiths in his book Behold 

Jerusalem! The Virgo figure is the Ceridwen 

who was the wife of Tegid the Bald of nearby 

Bala around 500. Hence, the Taliesin story 

(and Gwion Bach was the son of the  

blacksmith of nearby Llanfair Caereinion) was 

set here. This is the very womb of the 

Goddess…from which Taliesin is reborn! The 

River Dyfi is the Goddess’ birth canal. 

Arthur fought his last battle here at Camlan, 

the field between Dinas Mallwyd and Mallwyd. 

This final battle was a fight between the 

invading patriarchal army of the Roman 

Church (Illtyd was using Arthur as a puppet to 

wipe out “heretics”) and the defending forces 

of Maelgwn Gwynedd, champion of native 

British druidical Goddess spirituality. Fought 

at the very entrance to the womb of the 

landscape Goddess. Fortunately Maelgwn won 

and became the new Pendragon. 
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The secondary ley was dowsed at the angle of 

eight degrees east of north, going to Caergai 

(above Bala Lake) where young Arthur was 

fostered to Cai, as noted by Spencer in his 

faery Queen, via Aran Benllyn, where the 

young Arthur slew the giant Rhita (in AD497?) 

This stone is not ancient. It was erected in 

1994, being blessed on the 4th July (new 

calendar) by the late Dylan ap Thuin, who 

came to do so from Stonehenge with our 

current Arthur Pendragon. We obviously did a 

good job, as top dowsers from all over the 

world confirmed. Creating leys and working 

with them to serve the Goddess is a living 

practice.  

Find Out About Leys 

Ley spread spirit throughout the living land. 

Find out more about leys by joining the 

Network of Ley Hunters. 

 Four colourful, 36 page Newsletter 

each year. 

 Annual Moat with expert speakers. In 

2018 it’s on 15th September at 

Clitheroe, Lancashire. Speakers are 

Gary Biltcliffe, Maria Wheatley. 

Caroline Wise, John Billingsley, Eileen 

Roche, Mark Valentine. Meet other ley 

hunters at the campsite. Come by 

train. 

 Field trips with our own coach and 

driver with expert guides. Jill Smith 

leads us on the Isle of Lewis, 

(including Callanish) from 13th to 21st 

April 2018. We’ve booked our own 

hostel in Stornaway. Travel up by 

sleeper train! Gary Biltcliffe and 

Caroline Hoare lead us along the Spine 

of Albion next September. Alderley 

Edge and Roman Manchester on 16th 

and Whalley Abbey and Pendle Hill on 

17th. Camp at Clitheroe. 

 Pilgrimages with Laurence Main 

leading backpacking expeditions every 

step along major leys. Camp and 

dream at sacred sites. We’re currently 

walking the Greenwich Meridian in 

stages from Sussex to Yorkshire. 

 Vision Quests at Carn Ingli (Peak of 

Angels), and other special places with 

Laurence Main and others. 

 

Laurence Main is a walker, writer, columnist 

and Druid who runs the Network of Ley 

Hunters. Visit www.networkofleyhunters.com  

Or contact Laurence:  

Laurence Main. Network of Ley Hunters, 9 

Mawddwy Cottages, Minilyn, Dinas Mawddwy, 

Machynlleth SY20 9LW, Wales, UK 

Tel 01650 531 354 

 

Healing With The Arts 

By Wanchain 

Once, a healer said, “I try to avoid 

confrontations, because when I have to 

confront someone, I can never properly speak 

my mind.  But when I really have to, it feels as 

if I am exerting the amount of energy 

necessary to move a mountain.”  That 

comment struck me, both because it sounded 

surprisingly insurmountable, and because I 

knew that feeling intimately well. 

For me to express myself in a conflict 

situation, I used to tremble and struggle to get 

my point across, because although I felt the 

thought inside me, I could not verbalize it, as if 

I had an impenetrable dam between my mind 

and body, and to get through would require an 

emergency excavation around the clock, 
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something rather infeasible in the heat of an 

argument.  Yes, I was incredibly disconnected. 

Today, a lot of the problems I used to have had 

disappeared, a result from years of healing.  So 

I wish to share this topic with you.  Let’s look 

at healing with the arts. 

Be it dancing, painting, or writing, they all 

have one thing in common:  connecting with 

our inner self.  Art is not only an avenue for 

releasing unhealthy and stagnated energy, but 

also a tool for connecting to our core.  Far too 

often we focus on the external environment.  

Yet to heal we must turn inward, to listen to 

our body and to heal what’s inside. 

Dancing 

 

Dancing as a form of physical movement is 

unlike any other in that it does not need an 

end goal, unlike kicking a ball into a goal or 

getting from one end to another in the shortest 

time possible.  In freestyle dancing, each 

movement is very much driven by our 

intuition—whatever feels right, do it.  In the 

midst of this form of healing, we learn to listen 

to our body and to trust it, which is the 

ultimate objective of healing—turning our 

attention inward. 

I remember dancing to a song that I stumbled 

across, and my body responded with mad 

intensity.  Different parts of my body started to 

execute highly explosive moves, like a 

taekwondo practitioner.  I was soon exhausted, 

but I pressed on, because I realized I carried a 

lot of suppressed violent energy that had to be 

released in the most violent but safe way 

possible.  It was rage—the covered emotion for 

powerlessness.  Power is a major theme in my 

life. 

After dancing the same song over and over, my 

moves became much lighter, smoother, and 

gentler.  That particular vibration has been 

released.  I moved on to other songs.  

Currently, I am focusing on Jamaican or 

Caribbean dance, which is very raw and 

physical, with many of the dance moves 

centering in the pelvic region, exactly what I 

need to address the stagnation in my lower 

torso.  An energy healer once told me that she 

tried to send light into my lower torso, but no 

matter how hard she tried, absolutely no light 

could get through.  Well, I shall dance through 

it! 

Painting 

 

When a friend told me that she was very 

worried about losing her job, due to poor 

market condition, I did not comfort her.  

Instead, I suggested, “You should paint.” 

Painting helps release some of the more 

nuanced energy within us.  The force with 

which we push the paintbrush on the canvas, 

the weight of each of our paint strokes, the 

speed that we glide the paintbrush across the 

canvas, the rhythm with which we put each 

stroke on the canvas, the number of times we 

repeatedly or perhaps obsessively paint over 

an area, the length of our strokes, etc., are all 

like dance movements, except that we are 

dancing on paper, not on the floor. 

Painting can also connect us to the very soulful 

aspect of ourselves.  We grow into a human 

being from that one spark that came into our 

body, and that one spark often craves for a 

creative outlet as our society is too restrictive 

to allow its free movement lest we go against 

social norms.  So when we paint, we let our 

soul sing, a fleeting thing for some, but if and 

when we do, we feel immense joy as we 

connect to our soul—the most delicate and 

intimate aspect of ourselves that is forever 

filled with love and light. 
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Writing 

 

A Chinese colleague once told me that 

although writing makes her feel good, she 

seldom writes, because she gets extremely 

drained at the end of it, as if she has poured 

out all her energy onto the paper.  Yes, the 

release can be exhausting, but it doesn’t have 

to be. 

For a very long time, I was very technical in my 

writing, due to my professional background.  

But in 2015, I switched from technical writing 

to creative writing.  The challenge was 

shocking.  At the same time, it was a huge self-

discovery.  My left side—the emotional side—

has been blocked and locked for almost all my 

life.  When I made the switch, it felt as if I was 

dynamiting my left side, like people 

dynamiting a mountain in order to build a 

tunnel through it.  In the same way, I was 

building tunnels for my emotions to flow.   

Creative writing is emotional, while technical 

writing is mental.  When I write, I am either 

removing a mental block or an emotional 

mountain, the effects of which touch all 

aspects of my life although I notice it most at 

work.  What used to be chaotic, confusing, and 

frustrating now become quite easy peasy, not 

because my job changed, but because my 

mental landscape changed. 

. . . 

Healing is a connection with, as well as an 

awakening of, our deepest selves.  Art allows 

us to achieve both as it lets us turn inward so 

that we can connect within, to draw out what 

we don’t need, and at the same time, to draw 

on what we need—love and joy.  And when we 

are healed, our divinity will shine forth to love 

and to illuminate the world.  I invite you to 

embark on this life-transformative journey. 

Global healing starts with personal healing.  

World peace starts with inner peace.  To 

change the world, we start with changing 

ourselves.  Happy healing! 

. . . 

 

 

 

Wanchain is an accountant with a penchant for 

writing, philosophy, animals, and stuffed 

animals.  After embarking on her healing 

journey, she decides to share her personal 

growth stories through her novel The Return 

of the Elephant.   

https://www.amazon.com/author/wanchain  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wanchain/  

https://medium.com/the-return-of-the-

elephant  

https://twitter.com/@wanchain_ 
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The Third Thought 

By Dean Fraser 

 

 

Although many can have every intention of 

carrying through a plan or working towards 

fulfilling a long-held dream, for most people it 

doesn’t quite end up playing out like that.  

More often than not the thought process of the 

vast majority of people goes something like 

this:  

1) STEP ONE - A brilliant idea comes along, 

often spontaneously popping into their mind 

and naturally they are excited at this point  

2) STEP TWO – Okay so next to do something 

about this amazing inspiration, now for a short 

while their mind works on different positive 

ways this idea can happen for real  

3) STEP THREE – They start to work out ways 

to not have it happen after all and their mind 

now starts to convince them to stay in their 

safe Comfort Zone because it’s easier. I call 

this The Third Thought and this alone, single-

handedly stops more potential winners from 

achieving their dreams than anything else!   

You have always had the freedom to overcome 

The Third Thought and take control of your 

own destiny. It has been there waiting for you 

and action is the key, as we will see later.  

For now, though, be aware that the difference 

between the high-flying entrepreneur and the 

vast majority of others, is they ignore The 

Third Thought and continue on with 

developing STEP TWO to make their idea 

happen!   

I joined a publishing company in the contracts 

department at the tender age of sixteen years 

old (my degree I obtained many years later, 

earlier in life I just left school and went 

straight to work). My first boss threw me in at 

the deep end and had me pitching on the 

phone to get him appointments on my first day 

on the job. He said it’s okay to make a mess of 

the first few calls, telling me it’s the only way 

to learn and he was absolutely correct. Within 

a week or two I had gained in confidence and 

started to look forward to coming into work.  

What happened next is that shortly before my 

eighteenth birthday my boss left to go set up a 

company in Miami and before he went he 

recommended me to fill his shoes, rather than 

taking on a new manager for the department. 

Thankfully the managing director followed his 

gut and gave me a three-month probation 

period to see how it might go.   

Thrilled at being given a chance I grabbed the 

opportunity!   

A comparative newcomer to the business 

world I had no idea about the supposed limits 

on what is feasible or limitation in terms of 

The Third Thought. I simply went for it and 

thought big!  

I had the time of my life, although still a 

teenager, I brought an unprecedented one 

million pounds worth of signed contracts for 

new business into the company in a little less 

than eighteen months. Without giving too 

much thought to the actual amounts of 

business I was achieving (I had doubled the 

previous record set by my predecessor), I 

instead loved the travelling, seeing new people 

and places; and especially pitching to rooms 

full of potential clients!  

Had I been more experienced I doubt I would 

have achieved anything like those results, my 

own self-imposed limitations in terms of what 

I thought possible instead would have brought 

about The Third Thought. Although I may 

have been moderately successful, I would have 

listened to my own inner voice of limitation 

and aimed lower.  

All throughout my career, since those early 

slightly precocious halcyon days, if I ever find 

myself falling into the trap of self-limitation, I 

think of my teenage self and remember to aim 

way higher!  
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SUMMARY 

The Third Thought kills progress like nothing 

else and lowers expectations. If you have had 

successes in your life take the time to use them 

to personally empower yourself or, if the 

concept of personal growth is new and you 

have yet to take those first steps, read of others 

unprecedented successes and know that if they 

can make it… so can you!   

Extract from YOU But Happier, Healthier and 

More Successful ISBN 9781548066659 

By Dean Fraser 

Stress Free Holiday 

By Jill Mattson 

 

Buying just the right present… How to cook 

that turkey… Get those Christmas cookies 

made…. When are we getting the tree up? Who 

will I be with this Christmas? I can’t afford 

this... Stress! Stress! Stress! 

These familiar feelings make a sharp contrast 

with the significance of holidays – peace on 

Earth, goodwill, joy and celebration! So how 

do we reconcile the hustle and bustle and 

holiday exhaustion – with the deep presence of 

peace and goodwill? 

The pressures build during a holiday, and yet 

we are unaware that we stock pile stress until 

we feel exhausted. If we examine the deeper 

source of the tension, it is created by our own 

expectations and agreements… and all of them 

can be relaxed - whenever we truly want to 

stop and smell the roses.  

Below is an exercise, which takes only seconds, 

that creates a shift in your energies and allows 

for harmony, peace and joy during these 

holidays. It’s fun to try, but if you do it more 

often, you will uplift and bless your holidays! 

Think of your body as a space ship, with all 

kinds of buttons that you do not know what are 

for. You can do so much more in your space 

ship – your body - and the key to use all of 

your “powers” is to increase the sensing 

mechanism of your body – the five senses.  

In a meditative state go deep within and 

silence all thoughts. In your imagination 

separate from your body and view yourself. 

Gently imagine that you leave your body and 

look at yourself from above. Notice what you 

look like from above.  

Now, imagine that you have controls for your 

body (or your space ship). Push a button and 

see all of the colors around you. Just observe 

and remember them. Do you want to tweak 

them? Add some more color? Remove any 

negative energy? Add more brightness? Make 

your aura, or subtle colors around you, bigger? 

Push another button that enables you to hear 

the sounds within your head. Listen to your 

thoughts. Make no attempt to understand 

them, just listen. Do you like the sound? Can 

you tweak it? Make it sweeter or brighter?? 

Send gratitude for the work down by your 

head.  

Travel down your body and notice the sounds 

in your heart. Notice they are lower in pitch, 

thicker feeling and have a rhythm. Do you like 

the pitch? Is it beautiful? If not make it 

beautiful. Are there dense areas? If so imagine 

pure air cleansing and purifying them. 

Everything flows easily. Do you feel a steady 

rhythm? If not, add a steady slow heartbeat. 

Love this area of your body. Send love and 

acceptance and gratitude for all it does. It is 

beautiful. 

Remain “soft.” Look at your core of your body. 

Are there any dark spots? What does it sound 

like? Do you like the sound? If not alter it and 

make it sweeter. Does the sound seem 

organized and harmonious? If not straighten 
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them out. Make sure everything is harmonious 

and works well together.  

Breathe deep and listen to your music one 

more time… It is beautiful. Come back to 

normal reality. 

 

Jill Mattson is a prolific Artist, Musician and 

Author. Jill is widely recognized expert and 

composer in the field of Sound Healing!   She 

has produced nine CDs with intriguing, 

magical tracks using ancient & modern 

techniques, & special healing frequencies to 

achieve profound benefits.  Jill is a four - time 

author. (The Lost Waves of Time – Best Book 

of 2016 and Best Alternative Science book of 

2016, Deep Wave Body Healing CD– Best 

Sound Healing CD of 2016, Contacting Angels 

& Masters CD – Best CD of 2015 and Deep 

Wave Beauty CD – Best New Age CD – Silver 

Award).  She offers an online Sound Healing 

School. Jill presents new ways of approaching 

health and everyday issues using the benefits 

of sound! Free music & School of Sound 

Healing at www.jillswingsoflight.com  

 

Ghostly Glimpses, Past and 

Present Day 

By Gayle Force 

I’ll begin a little back in time, when I was at 

school. It was a bus trip with   two classes 

involved from the second year around 1966. I 

really cannot remember every detail of the trip, 

but as we all piled into the bus, excitement 

grew as we were all visiting a famous harbour 

on the south of Cornwall that dated a long time 

back in history. Our history teacher and a few 

helpers were part of the party of people. I 

didn't know the place and it was years later 

before I was connected to it again. It was a 

Spring day. Once we arrived near the village 

we all got out with our sandwiches and note 

books as we were also visiting a museum. A 

local guide met us all and chatted to our 

teachers as we began our walk down the valley 

to the harbourside. I do remember a coldness 

in the air as we reached the harbour but we 

were very near the sea and temperatures do 

change as you come across the coastline. Some 

of the girls were giggling as the historian told 

of ghostly happenings from pirates who had 

been seen across the estuary.  

 

Photo Suzanne Thomas © 

A story of a well-known pirate who had often 

smuggled silks and satins into the village to 

boost his income and keep his family fed. 

Apparently there had been many a smuggling 

trip that had gone on, until the smuggler 

decided this was the last time. There had been 

an outbreak of smallpox in the village and at 

night the victims of the disease were taken into 

a carriage and taken to the church yard. This 

was done to avoid to much contact with other 

members of the village. Our smuggler, Jim Boy 

planned to get the goods from a vessel in the 

harbour and to put it in the carriages alongside 

the bodies to hide the goods until they were 

safely taken out and put to use. The custom 

men were not aware of this but somehow 

word, got out and Jim had to move the 
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contraband earlier than expected in the 

morning. As he took his horse, loaded with 

goods down the local cave that was accessible 

to a house nearby, armed guards were driving 

him faster and faster to where he was heading.  

The tide was already coming in fast but Jim 

thought he could make it to the hatch that was 

accessible through the cave.    

A sudden storm blew up and the vessel was out 

at sea and as Jim struggled to get through the 

narrow passageway he knew so well, to the 

hatch. A gust of wind blew and whipped the 

sea right into the cave. It was hopeless. Jim 

died in the cave that day even though there 

were people who tried to rescue him amongst 

the horror of what was happening.  

Centuries later, there I was standing in the 

village in my early teens hearing such a story 

and it made me feel quite sick. I remember it 

well. What I also remember is a gust of wind 

suddenly appearing feet from where we stood 

and I was sure I saw a man in old fashioned 

historical clothing appear beside me. Another 

gust of wind blew and a heap of leaves from 

autumn swirled around as his presence left us. 

No one said anything about that I thought as 

the sun shone and the class chattered and 

pushed each to her and skirmished, just where 

I saw Jim. The ghostly figure appeared and the 

disappear. “Where are you gone”, said a friend. 

I jumped. No point in explaining I thought. 

The place and the vision never left me. 

This Spring I had a email from a film company 

in London. It was one of those emails that 

caused a curiosity. I re read it. Complimentary 

to my work as a medium, a man was asking me 

to be part of a story in and around Cornwall 

involving a pirate. Jim Boy. Would I be 

interested? 

There was a phone number.  I dialled and then 

spoke to Alfie, who had his own ideas of how 

we were going to work and that there were 

only a matter of days before a deadline, which 

actually got changed a few times. Eventually I 

only had days to organise myself, my bookings 

in the diary and get a bit excited. Filming 

again. I had been suffering a bad virus and had 

only just come out of hospital. Was I mad to do 

this? Did I really want to be involved with this 

project? 

 

I was intrigued. Of course I was. The sun had 

been shining just like all those years ago on my 

visit with school friends. Until we left home 

that day for the filming, when just out of 

St.Austell and we hit fog. We had the radio on 

and then a CD that we sang to all the way to 

our destination. 

Arriving in the car park we bumped into 

several people we knew. It was now misty rain, 

with a fog coming in from the sea. We went for 

brunch. 

I had joked with Alfie that I had ordered 

sunshine for the day but here we were 

wondering if, after all the preparation we 

would be filming at all. 

I sat by the museum and tuned with Jim Boy, 

there were a few people around but it was still 

and eerie with the mist coming in around us. 

As I looked up I saw the veil between earth and 

heaven open and walking towards me was the 

pirate Jim Boy. I telepathically spoke to him 

and asked about his happening on his passing, 

and would he communicate with me when we 

were filming. He would. 

It was not until we met up with the film crew 

that I thought, I was a film star for a day. My 

husband was with me as he is my helper and 

photographer when we do anything.  

I was directed to the edge of the sea shore 

despite the incoming fog and drizzling rain. I 

was wearing a winter coat in bright blue. The 

cameras rolled and we were off. Questions 

followed form my film crew. Jim Boy was with 

us as we walked up the small beach and into 

the cave where he had lost his life. I shivered 

and so did Jim as we entered the cave.  

I stood and held the wall to get a connection 

with the past as Jim had disappeared from 

view. Shortly I had him communicating with 

me.” It had been a day like today when it all 

happened” he said,” I know the place like the 
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back of me hand.” I dropped materials as I ran. 

Ready to embark through a hatch into the 

house up yonder” he looked out to sea. “Can 

you see the ship” I looked and nodded, still 

being filmed. I felt him drown. I also felt a lady 

drown who was very close to him and she may 

have been his lady. I had closed my eyes and I 

clearly saw the sea come up over my head and 

I felt the fear of the lady who had died there 

too. They were clearly from the same century 

by their clothing. It was very sad despite the 

circumstances. I looked upwards above where 

I was standing and saw a light energy as the 

two spirits were released into the spirit realms 

to their destiny and loved ones.   

It is here I might mention that the film crew 

had never worked with anyone who was a 

medium or indeed had never done any 

paranormal work before. I had spent time with 

a prayer for protection. Explaining what 

dowsing was and how I work, before the film 

shoot. So, they had not been prepared for the 

emotions that went with spiritually rescuing 

Jim Boy and the lady. We all felt it. They had 

been between the two worlds since the 15 

century. When Jim went into the spirit realms, 

to his family, he gave his signature whirl wind 

I had seen all those years ago on the bus trip 

day, with a load of autumn leaves blown up as 

it happened. The lady sobbed and then smiled 

at me as she went. I had to stop filming. The 

area we all stood in went peaceful amongst 

what was now stormy sea mist and rain 

turning to dark grey skies as we walked back to 

the restaurant for a cup of hot chocolate. 

As you can imagine we had a lot to talk about, 

as a newly formed team now working together.   

 

The True Meaning of Dharma 

By David Zenon Starlyte 

 

We in the west have been sold a myth hook, 

line and sinker. This myth is pervasive in the 

media – the same which glorifies fame and its 

story of success. Its delusional imprint has 

been borrowed by the West's “spiritual 

teachers.” 

Hollywood has been promoting this idea since 

the beginning of film - an exaggerated or 

idealised conception of our purpose that places 

us at the apex of a treadmill towards a glorified 

and outward “success” placed at the end of our 

struggles. It is the capitalist dream to 

perpetuate consumerism and encourage retail 

therapy. 

The myth is so ubiquitous that it's found its 

way into spiritual theories and the new age. 

Spiritual seekers yearning for signs and asking 

for supernatural miracles abounding are 

attached to an idea of their significance. I've 

met many young seekers who believe they have 

a special purpose that is key to the world's 

unfolding. The fulcrum of this myth is that we 

are not inherently worthy and the less we are 

worth, the more we need to buy a product to 

make us feel better. The less we are “enough,” 

the more likely it is we will feel the need to buy 

something. Advertisers play on our 

vulnerabilities and perpetually promote more 

“feel-good” deceptions to keep us buying. 

The myth says we are inherently worthless and 

have no intrinsic value - hence the need to 

prove ourselves repeatedly and consume (a lot) 

goods and services abundantly to fill the gap. 

The other extreme is to say we are "everything" 

- yet both feed on the same basic desire for 

meaning and purpose. 

New age teachers beat the drum of emptiness 

and sell their programs to feed the myth that 

we have a significance in the world that will be 

announced and demonstrated in a 

magnanimous way. 

Somewhere in between being the centre of the 

universe and being a speck of dust in the milky 

way, lies a point of view that may quench those 

thirsting for significance and fulfil those 

searching souls on the other end of spectrum. 

In a material world, success is often linked to 

outward achievements, position and the 

demonstration of prosperity. Celebrity is 

placed on the top-wrung in terms of societal 

aspiration, status and appreciation. Whilst the 

capitalistic system is built on consumerism 
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and at the crescendo of the pyramid is 

ownership, what happens when people don't 

achieve their aspirations, and fall into despair 

or emptiness? 

Similarly, in the application of the material 

model to a spiritual or new age world view, 

there is a tendency to copy the capitalist 

model, and define success by achievement of 

spiritual goals. Or merely copy and paste 

success via the same matrix - books sold, 

wealth acquired, celebrity status achieved. 

The down side to these thought-forms around 

success is that often fame even when achieved, 

is short-lived. Or when we do “achieve” a goal, 

what if we still for the same, or even empty, 

and little or nothing in our internal world-view 

shifts? If we value ourselves on any outward 

acquisition, material can change in an instant. 

And the if the currency of success is 

reputation, that can also shift quickly. The 

higher our personal Tower of Babel is in the 

sky, the further it may all fall down in a heap of 

sand. 

It's valuable to meditate on our programmed 

idea of success and examine whether it is 

worthy and still applies to us. 

For really it is perspective that creates our 

world, and if we cast away the debris of 

cultural programming, indoctrination, 

religious dogma, familial patterns, social 

conditioning, limiting thought-forms and 

beliefs, we will be free to start over and create 

something we desire. 

The true meaning of Buddhist dharma is that 

each person has a holistic life purpose, a 

grounded meaning that includes being a son or 

daughter, a human being with presence and 

value - not music of the stars. When we seek 

some grand awakened purpose outside of 

ourselves, we are placing pressure on life to 

produce a big statement. And then if CNN 

doesn't cover us, then we have failed in our 

dharma and the world could easily fall into a 

sad and lonely place. If our ego is attached to 

seeking a grand purpose, then it may be 

devastating if we fail in our chosen purpose, or 

worse, can't even find our purpose. 

Mature dharma is a perspective on life where 

we accept all that is real, and respect all that is 

imagined, enjoying our life's journey with the 

understanding that we are here to be human 

and to express ourselves. Our very existence is 

meaningful. We don't need a “special” or fancy 

label like “professor,” “lama,” “doctor” or 

“guru” to be purposeful and fulfilling the 

purpose of our lives. We don't need a 

“bestselling” book or even a fake “bestselling” 

label on our book to be significant and 

completely lovable just as we are. 

A grounded perspective means we don't have 

to face the weight of either expectation or the 

weight of failure. We can just live in the 

moment, go with the flow of life, and let go of 

all the expectations and attachments to “being 

something in the world.” When we can let go 

like this, it actually opens up a space for 

creation and possibility. Non-defined space is 

what is limitless. That is the realm of living 

truly in the moment – meeting life where it is 

– staring it in the face and accepting what we 

see looking back at us. 

Our lives may not always be simple and easy, 

as we are not a Hollywood cinema moment. In 

a typical film, do you ever see the real time 

people spend and the time between the action? 

Perhaps if you also were to create a showreel of 

the highlights of your life, it would give you an 

elevated feel of significance, leaving out all 

those down times and months where not much 

exciting was happening. Because of our fast-

paced lifestyles, we want to fast-forward 

through the slow and gritty times, and get to 

the punch-line, experience the high emotion, 

elation and drama. 

We need the down-time – relaxation - we don't 

always need to be achieving something or 

finding something like “our dharma” – it isn't 

lost and it never was. 

Our dharma is who we are, it's always with us. 

As Lemony Snicket (A Series of Unfortunate 

Events) teaches, 

“At times the world may seem an unfriendly 

and sinister place, but believe that there is 

much more good in it than bad. All you have to 

do is look hard enough. and what might seem 

to be a series of unfortunate events may in fact 

be the first steps of a journey.” 

So stop searching, relax, take a few breaths 

and enjoy this moment – the only moment 

that exists. Right now. 

David Zenon Starlyte 

Growing up in apartheid South Africa, 
David had an early initiation into a 
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dysfunctional society. It influenced his 
thinking and search for peaceful and 
spiritual solutions. A passion for 
healing followed a severe childhood 
illness and a medical approach he 
found lacking gentleness and 
compassion. David later studied 
theology in war-torn Jerusalem for 3 
years, before graduating as a 
Naturopathic physician in Australia. 

His explorations then led him into 
Asia, where he has studied Buddhism 
in Thailand and Qi Gong in China. As 
a practitioner, David has worked at 
some of the world's elite retreats and 
wellness spas from the Maldives, to 
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
Caribbean, India, Sri Lanka, and 
Australia. He now lives in the Great 
Barrier Reef and works as a soul-
coach and hands-on-healer offering 
spiritual counselling and guidance in 
finding peace. 

To contact 

him:  Email: davidstarlyte@gmail.

com  Web: http://davidstarlyte  Fac

ebook: https://www.facebook.com/

iamstarlyte        Blog:     http://ww

w.beliefnet.com/columnists/healin

gandtransformation    Skype: 

davidstarlyte 

Expect Magic! 

 

Essence World News 

By Jan Stewart 

Stone Circle Essences 

 

Readers may remember a poem by Suzanne 

called Callanish Sentinels.  (Reprinted in 

Creative Corner). It shares the message of the 

standing stones on the Isle of Lewis off the 

coast of Scotland which have long been 

recognised for their sacredness and connection 

to a much larger dimension.  What you will not 

know is that, in May, it was declared winner of 

the Torbay Ageing Well Poetry Competition.   

To celebrate this wonderful achievement it 

seems appropriate to consider some of the 

messages from stone circles as captured in 

their essences. 

We start with producer Betty Caldwell who 

owns a company called Callanish Healing, 

based in Columbia, Maryland.  Betty is making 

a series essences to support her work.  The first 

was prepared in the heart of the Callanish ring. 

Betty describes it as useful ‘for restoring 

undivided wholeness to individuals and to the 

planet as a whole’.  Details of her other 

essences will be released on her website as 

they are prepared. 

Alaskan Essences produce many 

environmental products including Stone 

Circle. This was prepared in a naturally 

occurring circle of stones in the Talkeetna 

Mountains of Alaska. The essence ‘introduces 

a highly protective energy into the aura that 

invites us to relax, rest and replenish our vital 

forces. It is especially helpful for those doing 

energy balancing work with people and 

spaces, as it will enable them to maintain 

their openness and sensitivity without 

absorbing or taking on any of the energies 

they are being asked to clear’.  Steve Johnson, 

its producer, sadly, is recently deceased, but 

his essence can still be obtained from the 

company website. 

In contrast, American Aluna Joy Yaxk’in offers 

a wide range of sacred site essences from 

around the world.  Her English stone circle 

essence is called The Great Central Sun 

Essence Stonehenge.  This ‘creates Cosmic 

Balance between Heaven and Earth (and) 

helps us connect to the Great Central Sun and 

to stay in tune with the increasing and ever 

changing rhythms of nature. It assists us in 

bridging Heaven and Earth with our physical 

bodies. It holds an ancient future sanctity that 

is beyond our knowing at this time (and) 

expand(s) your awareness to encompass the 

wisdom of the cosmos’.   
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Here in Britain, David Ashworth’s, Emerald 

Heart Devic essence series contains an 

interesting one from Bodmin Moor, Cornwall 

which ‘rings the human energy system into a 

state of balance with the whole of the earth 

energy system. Connects one to a spiritual 

channel. Helps in other-worldly 

communication’.   

Finally, I was guided some years ago to use a 

stone circle for a completely different purpose 

– as part of an essence combination, Closure 

which is part of the Lighten Our Darkness 

series for dealing with shadow issues.  The 

circle chosen lies on top of Ilkley moor in 

Yorkshire.  It is believed to date back to the 

Bronze Age (2000BC) and is called The Twelve 

Apostles.  The combination also carries the 

powerful energies of ‘cup & ring’ carvings of 

which over 400 can be found in the region.  

These were created during the Neolithic-

Bronze Age period around 4,000 years ago.  

Their purpose is unknown but many occur in 

association with burial sites and could well 

have had ritual use in funerary rites or have 

served as grave markers.  Finally, the 

combination was made over the whole Easter 

period carrying the symbol of resurrection 

after death.  All combine powerfully to help at 

times when ‘we just can’t draw a line under 

the past and become stuck on a particular 

event, person or issue. We may even develop 

unhealthy, obsessive behaviour patterns.  

Closure ...will help free us from the ties that 

are restricting our progress’. 

So, if you wish to restore the balance and 

wholeness of yourself or the space around you, 

try other-worldly communication or gain 

closure on restricting issues so that you can  

resurrect yourself into a new way of being, 

standing stone essences may be for you.  As 

Suzanne writes, they can ‘enrich your life 

beyond measure.’ 

Jan Stewart 

 

Books and Book Reviews 

 

 

 

When Suzanne Thomas told me in the latter 

part of last year that she was going to knuckle 

down and finally write THE book that she’d 

promised to do all those years ago, I thought, 

‘Wow. That will be quite an undertaking.’ 

It’s not that Suzanne can’t write. Of course, she 

can: she’s been editing and producing the 
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Fountain International Magazine for a few 

years now, since resurrecting it from the ashes 

like a phoenix. 

No, the undertaking would involve sorting 

through and transcribing Colin Bloy’s writings, 

a mammoth task, if ever there was one. His 

last book I’m Just Going Down to the Pub to 

do a Few Miracles or, The Rational Way to 

Spiritual Healing is only available as a used 

book on Amazon (listed at the moment for 

C$89.95). Years ago, I had an original of this 

paperback, and the quality was a little rough, 

to say the least. Suzanne efforts will therefore 

be much appreciated by Colin’s fans, as she is 

making available a veritable treasure-trove of 

spiritual knowledge. 

Suzanne’s Story 

The text of this book is split approximately 

2/3’s Colin’s and 1/3 Suzanne’s. Her story is as 

fascinating as his is, but I can say that the fact 

that I was part of the Torquay Fountain Group, 

and a previous executive of the Fountain 

International Group makes this personal. 

There’s even a photo of the Torquay group in 

the book. It’s a great reminder of how 

‘connected’ we were (and still are). 

 

Suzanne has a very easy writing style. I enjoy 

reading her work in the Quarterly Magazines 

and Monthly Newsletters. She is very 

supportive of everyone’s endeavour to heal 

their communities. She explains how she came 

to be where she is now in life, and it’s a 

reminder of how our ‘past’ is ever-present in 

our lives. 

For fun, I Googled Suzanne’s name and came 

up with this one photo from LinkedIn: 

 

The ones in the book are better, so have a good 

look for yourself. 

Glastonbury Grail Stone 

In the book, Colin explains how he came to 

locate a stone that is purported to be part of 

the Holy Grail. Finding it was one portion of 

the ‘job’. The second portion was to do 

something with it. Along with Michael Bentine, 

he developed the idea that it needed to be 

placed in a ceremony on Arthur’s ‘tomb’ in the 

grounds of Glastonbury Abbey ruins. 

I’ll let Colin explain what they did: 

One conclusion from all this would be that 

Avalon was a place of cardinal importance 

after Jerusalem in the mystery of Christ. Just 

as the ley-line system of Jerusalem showed it 

to be of prime importance, so the contention 

that the New Jerusalem is at Glastonbury 

ought to be taken seriously, with all the Bligh 

Bond and William Stirling implications. And 

here we were, under instruction to perform 

some sort of Grail ceremony at Glastonbury. 

As I said earlier, Good Friday 1978 was not an 

organised event. But it drew the people who 

should have been there. And thus, on Maundy 

Thursday there arrived in Wells myself, Nick, 

Tammy, David, Eric Bosshard, (who had flown 

over especially from Washington), Michael, 

Fusty, Suki, Pesky, Joyce and John, to be 

joined in the following morning by Harold, Jill 

and Nancy, Bob and Veronica, Chris and 

Marcia. They all came because they felt they 

had to be there. After dinner on Thursday 

night, (which was devoted to human 

irreverence and minor hysterics), we felt it 

right to meet the following morning at Wells 

Cathedral. We were welcomed by the 
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Cathedral staff and clerics as friends of 

Michael, who had done a BBC television 

appeal on behalf of the Cathedral the previous 

Christmas. In the Cathedral, I was seized again 

by the utter peace which that place gives me 

more than any other. All functioning well. I 

returned to the Chapter House. The vesical 

came up, and the fish, and I was given total 

confirmation to go ahead. The name Jesus 

surfaced. We continued round the Cathedral, 

as if we were being prepared. As we said later, 

the final stage of this long-awaited event 

started there. It was a pretty good start to the 

day. 

We had beer and sandwiches in the hotel 

lounge, and drove to Glastonbury. On the way 

David and I noticed that we moved into a zone 

of continuous energy just before the hump-

backed bridge which marks the border of 

Avalon. We came out of it on our way up to 

Chalice Well, where John suggested we went 

first for purification. We drank from the well, 

and John felt that the Grail stone should be 

washed in the well water. This we did, and 

thereafter no one but myself touched it. It was 

about 3pm David and I tried to make contact 

with the Elohim channel, finding it extremely 

difficult. For a moment, I could not 

understand. Then I thought of the Chloe 

symbol. I was getting this instead of the 

Elohim symbol. “It’s already happened,” I said. 

David knew nothing about the shift that had 

been predicted, because I had forgotten to tell 

him about it. However, he concurred with my 

findings. As we approached the Tor I noticed 

that the symbols of two years ago were no 

longer there at the foot of the hill. “I expect 

there will be different ones there tomorrow,” I 

said. We pressed on up the Tor. At the top 

there was a mighty wind which penetrated to 

the soul and marrow. It bore a relation neither 

to the ground level wind nor the overhead 

clouds. It seemed almost the rushing mighty 

wind of biblical days. The dowsable circles 

were functioning inside the tower. We 

returned to the foot, dusted ourselves off and 

retired to a tea-shop. 

As we sat there it began to dawn on me that I 

was about one hour away from the operation 

towards which all the work of the last three 

years had been leading. I went into a “brown 

study”, thinking of the mental projections I 

had decided to do. I rehearsed in a very 

positive way. Michael had been to the Abbey 

shop and had presented me with a present 

which I will treasure to the end of my days, a 

replica of a cross which had been found on the 

tomb identified as Arthur’s. On it were the 

words; HIC JACET SEPULTUS IHCL ITUS 

REX ARTURIUS IH SULA AVALONIA, which 

roughly translated means, “Here lies the tomb 

of Arthur, King of Avalon”, On an earlier visit, 

Michael had asked the shop to make an 

English silver replica of the cross and, as they 

had made two copies, he kindly gave me the 

second one. We had completed several circuits 

of the Abbey walls in the car and found that 

the huge energy field was changing, and that it 

changed with every circuit! The continuous 

zone we had noticed earlier was no longer 

continuous, but there were very wide areas of 

dowsable energy shifting around the Abbey. 

We tried to make sense of it. “It is a huge 

rotating spiral, centred on the Abbey,” 

suggested David. I tested his statement and 

agreed with him. We assembled in the car park 

and moved into the Abbey grounds, a motley 

and rather dis-organised group of men, women 

and children. My thoughts were somewhat 

confused, although I was aware that, at that 

moment, we were not masters of our own 

destiny. Those who were there were volunteers 

in a way, but we had made no definite plans of 

any sort. I felt a mild sense of panic. The time 

was getting near, 5.20pm British Summer 

Time. What on earth was one to do or say?  We 

had no established pattern for such as 

occasion. 

The group coagulated as if by mutual consent 

on the Galilee, a point which John maintains is 

the most important in England. We stood in a 

circle. At that point I had promised to 

summarise the purpose of our visit for those 

who had not taken part in all previous 

preparations. What I said was roughly as 

follows: 

That the objectives of the operation were – 

1) To secure the proper transition to the New 

Age. 

2) To project, through visualisation and 

penetration into the racial unconscious, a re-

affirmation of the Grail archetype, the concept 
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of Christ, Arthur, Albion, whole idea of solar 

logic, (however it had been expressed,) as a 

predominant influence in the New Age, and 

the elimination of the evil archetype, Mordred 

the destroyer. 

3) To protect the replacing of the seals of the 

four horsemen of the Apocalypse, who had 

unleashed demoniac forces, manifesting in the 

violent images in the racial consciousness. 

4) The protection of the human psyche from 

technologically produced influences. 

I made the point that if anyone did not feel 

able to take part in such an act, we would quite 

understand. No one left. I exhorted all to put 

on their spiritual armour. So saying, I asked 

Michael to say a prayer. He asked us to join 

hands and he made a prayer to the Archangel 

Michael and all his counterparts in the celestial 

hierarchy, to bless our endeavours. It was the 

most appropriate prayer. I asked Michael to 

join me in going forward to the area of Arthur’s 

tomb, in preparation for others to come and 

join us. I asked John to go out of the precincts 

of the building and seal it off. I do not know 

why I did this. It just seemed right. 

Michael and I walked forward from the Galilee 

together, myself to the left and he to my right, 

John left to go outside. Michael and I 

separated by about a cricket pitch and focused 

on the two great columns of the ruined arch. 

My own sensations were ones of absolute 

certainty as to the validity of what we were 

doing. Michael and I seemed to be walking in 

step. I felt tall, almost as tall as the pillars we 

were approaching. We past the pillars and 

entered the area of the tomb. I went through 

the discipline of purifying the area, that is to 

say, visualising a beam of white light from the 

forehead and sweeping it around the area. 

Michael and I then returned towards the 

columns and took up station by the side of 

each. Michael had a blackthorn walking stick 

with him, which he placed point down between 

his feet, both hands on top, for all the world 

like a knight at vigil. I fell into a similar stance, 

both physically and mentally. I gave the signal 

for the others to join us, and they came 

forward. We had agreed not to speak a word 

during the operation. Wordlessly, they fell into 

a circle around Arthur’s tomb. I stood to the 

east end, for no premeditated reason. Michael 

was to my left and Joyce to my right. I 

sprinkled Lourdes water at each of the four 

corners, and Harold, Jill and Chris chose to 

stay outside the circle. I took out the Grail 

stone and went through the procedure Mary 

had outlined, precisely, projecting the sealing 

of the four points of the compass, spending 

more time on the North. 

Joyce had said earlier that day, as a result of 

her particular perception, that she was quite 

certain that as a starter to the operation we 

should visualise a counter clockwise spiral of 

energy revolving outwards and upwards from 

the centre of the group, that is from the stone, 

placed on the centre of the tomb. I therefore 

placed the stone on the tomb and the spiral 

projection commenced. I went through the 

projections I had rehearsed, taking the items 

from one to five. My sensation was of 

departing into some infinite region of the 

cosmos, a very high, and long way away. Each 

projection and visualisation was made. I am 

aware of no other recollection or impression 

than of doing them. I do not know how long it 

took but probably two or three minutes. I came 

back to earth and stoodthere in a neutral 

condition for a while. Tears came to my eyes 

and blurred my vision for a moment. I looked 

at Michael and he nodded. Without a word, we 

broke up. 

As we walked away something happened which 

was the most moving experience of my whole 

life, second only to the realisation that the new 

line from Jerusalem’s Golden Gate went to the 

point of the Ascension on the Mount of Olives. 

“Look!” said John, pointing upwards. On the 

centre point of three arches on the southern 

side of the Abbey sat a white dove. It was 

cooing most enthusiastically, we all watched 

him in a poignant moment of credulity and 

incredulity. “I think he approved of us,” said 

John, “for he joined us at the very beginning. 

When Michael said his prayer on the Galilee, 

he was there above us, and two feathers fell in 

the centre of the circle just as we broke up. He 

followed us up the church and as we formed a 

circle I watched him form a victory role to take 

up position on the arch. You know,” he said to 

all and sundry, “that the white dove is the 

symbol of the Holy Spirit.” “Yes,” I replied, 

“and in every Good Friday Grail ceremony 
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described in medieval legends, the White Dove 

comes down on the Grail.” 

Thomas, Suzanne; Bloy, Colin. Who’d Have 

Thought It: A Community Healing Project 

(Pages 74-76).  . Kindle Edition. 

(As you can see, Colin’s style is quite relaxed 

and matter-of-fact; also, notice how a lot of 

what went on revolved around food and drink. 

The book is full of great meals and 

refreshment.) 

Review Conclusions 

Colin Bloy is a man I wished I’d gotten to know 

better. His work is quite earth-shaking. His 

words belie the importance of his actions. He 

may have ‘single-handedly’ ushered in the Age 

of Aquarius. 

I have no hesitation in recommending this 

book to anyone who wants to learn about ‘ley’ 

lines and ancient spiritual history. Some of it 

may seem far-fetched, but stranger things have 

happened in real life. 

If you come away with even half of the 

information, you will have retained a lot.   

 

The Old Steine, Brighton 

 

Creative Corner 

 

Limericks 

By Joseph Westlake 

There are those who say go with the 

flow 

While others urge get up and go 

Take whatever life brings?   

Or try to change things? 

Will I find out by reading tarot? 

 

Never let fear rule your life 

Engage with the trouble that’s rife 

Let love pull you through 

If that love be true 

It will sure put an end to the strife 

 

Winter Morning Light 

Christopher Miller © 
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THE GREAT OCEAN 

Seek to feel the endless ocean of Love 

that surrounds us every moment of our 

waking days.  

It holds us in suspension like cupped 

hands holding an injured bird. 

It caresses our eyes, gently wiping 

away tears of sadness into joy.  The 

reason for which we came here to be 

wholly present, a soul upon this world 

experiencing all we need for our 

journey, as passengers towards the 

ever calling Light, which is Love. 

As the slowly moving sunlit clouds 

overhead reveal new shapes in their 

timeless wanderings, so we can drive 

ourselves with passion, move through 

our own calling to make our mark, or 

pass by such opportunities in 

peacefulness. 

Figures in the ever changing landscape 

– we are never alone, but as part of the 

One Great Soul, joined, forever moving 

through the ages cradled in Earth’s 

Heart, enfolded in her timeless beauty.  

Yet each individual is unique, set in the 

time and space they have chosen for 

life’s adventure – an open book, each 

page ready to write our experiences 

through shades of joy, or dissolution, 

the choices always ours. 

Be therefore joyful.  Awaken to the 

potential you draw daily towards the 

ever present comfort of your Soul Self, 

who waits patiently in the wings of 

Light. 

 

©Geraldine Sherborne  Inspirational 

writing 2016 

 

 

Photograph Glenn Capers © 

 

Callanish Sentinels 
 

Sentinels of time are we, 
As we record the experiences of life. 

Never judging, just being. 
We are at our stillpoint, are you? 

 

We have many things to tell, for those 
who would listen. 

Reach your stillpoint, and place of 
calm, 

For the learning to unfold, 
And the wonders of the Universe to 

become known. 
 

We are all part of the same journey, 
you can never be alone. 

Yet for most, this is what we choose. 
Be a part of what is around you. 

Awake, and enrich your life beyond 
measure. 

 

 

Suzanne Thomas 
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Today in this 
21st Century 

 

Today I pull up the drawbridge 

My domain 

My castle 

None may enter 

 

Today I go to the mountain 

My niche 

My cave 

None may find me 

 

Today I commune with nature 

My forest 

My seashore 

None may follow 

 

Today I bid adieu for a while 

My freedom 

My retreat 

None may know 

 

The simpler life our ancestors knew… 

 

Both of these poems are extracted from 

BEYOND POETRY ISBN 9781548066659 

By Dean Fraser – The Quantum Poet 

 

 

If you are creative, we’d love to display your 

work here, whether artistic, poetic, 

photographic, short story etc.etc 

Contact suzannemthomas48@gmail.com 

 

E mails to the Editor 

 

 

From Marianne Griffin 
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As I opened my book review magazine 

this morning, with its beautiful cover 

photo of snow capped mountains and 

the word Christmas, I was expecting 

uplifting articles on Light, Joy and 

Love, with reviews on books full of 

creativity, and the Christmas message 

of Hope ... and Angels. One book, on 

the last page, stood out : "Colours of 

the Soul" .... "Creativity is fundamental 

to innovation, innovation depends on 

creative colour thinking." 

COLOUR THINKING ~ seeing life 

through the artist's eyes, or through 

the right brain ..... seeing the beauty 

around us, that urge that makes us 

want to take a photograph of 

something, the twinkling of a star in 

the mind. 

Being in the moment ~ when I feel I 

must take out my paints and have to 

recreate that scene on paper, and I am 

full of joy and wonder .... yet if the next 

day I look critically at my painting with 

my logical left brain and start judging 

it .... then the colour thinking may have 

disappeared, and the joy dissipates. 

Then when I look at other people's 

paintings in exhibitions and galleries, I 

stand there and wonder, what was it 

that captured the artist's eye, that 

created the urge to paint it? What 

sparked the spiritual connection? 

As winter emerges, autumnal trees 

stand in splendour, golden leaves 

hanging on in the wind and the rain, 

gleaming in the sunlight. The sunlight 

brings colours to life, yet as the birch 

tree stands silhouetted against the sky, 

be it blue, grey or purple in the day, its 

sheer beauty touches the heart ... and 

as a white seagull glides gracefully 

beyond, it is joined by a spiralling  

flock, their white feathers standing out 

like stars in the night sky ~ the light 

shines greater amidst the darkness. 

So if we can find the Light in things 

around us, the joyful contrasts, then 

brightness and happiness can shine 

out, despite the darker days at this 

time. 

 

Obituary 

The Passing of a Legendary 

Photographer 

 

Glenn Capers (1950 – 2017) 

I heard yesterday that Glenn had died 

on Monday of this week, in Colorado 

Springs. He was 67. 

I had the honour of erecting his birth 

chart, with his permission. Here it is: 
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If ever there was a man who wore his 
heart and his mind on his sleeve, for all 
the world to see, it was Glenn. 

His social commentary through his 
photo journalism was a wonder to 
behold. He didn’t bother with the rich 
and famous, he photographed the 
downtrodden, the ‘normal’ and the 
eccentric. 
But, more than that, my favourites are 
the photos he took of nature. I aspire 
to his art. 
 

 
 

Chris Miller 
 

 

 

Here’s your Invitation from 
Fountain International 

Magazine 
 

If you would like to send in your own 
thoughts, experiences, images or 
comments. 
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com 

 
My aim is to build a healthy spiritual 
network, with no boundaries, there is 
no need to feel alone, no matter where 
you are physically in the world, all are 
free to share, if you wish. 
 
I am truly grateful to all who promote 
the Fountain International Magazine 
and or Newsletter. 

Be a part of this spiritual 

project. Don’t leave me 

hanging. Get in touch in 

2018. 
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May 2018 be kind to 

you, and filled with 

LOVE 

Happy New Year 


